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FRED. H. MAY, Manager.
Leavknwohtu,Qai't Freight Agent.
W. BAUMGARTEL, Agent,

gusiucss giredatg.

Counselor at
If C BRIDE, P. H., Attorney and Cou
Law, and Proctoi in Admiralty. No. 11

ItI

River street.

DARKS,

W. H. Attorney and Councelor at Law,
corner of River and i.iglitn streets.

rpKN EYCK.

J.. Attorneyat Law and Collecting
Agent. Odlcotu Kenyon & Van Pullen's bank
Eightn street.
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\TAS PUTTEN JACOB,

Banking and Collectiug, Drafi* bougut and sold; Eigiitu
®-*y

street.

I'AE GROUT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
shainpoonlug, hair-dyeing,etc., done at rea
souable rates. Barbershop next door to the City
U-ly

XJ

Hotel.
CoaminioaKerehiot.
>

EACH BHO'8, CommissionMerchants, and

XJ

dealers In Grain, Flour and Produce. Highmarket price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store cor. EigbUi & c l?b streets,Holland, Mich. i7
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Destlst.

__

/ v EE, D. M., Dental burgeon; residence and offlee on EigUlU street, opposite Van Raalte's
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street oppesito

Eccles.VII:10.— “Bay not thou, what 1* the
canse that the former days were better than these!
for thou dost not inquire wiaely concerningthis.

Glance at civil government in

its

tion to civil and religiousliberty.
in the

rela-

Never

—

—

—

J n

ence; but when you come to the last
analysis, you find the Word of God it the

world’s history have the respective secret spring* whence flow all the streams
that bless add beautify. Let me quote a

few

testimonials from men whose voice
will be recognized as authoritative:
Guizot in his “Historyof Civilization”
says: “who but will acknowledgethat
Christianity has been one of the best promoter* of civilization? And wherefore?
Because it has changed the interior conditions of man, his opinions, his sentiments,
because it has regeneratedhis moral, his
intellectualcharacter. Her Influence upon
modern civilizationhas beeu so powerful,
their estimation, is rushing on ils reckless
Glance at Hie means for Aesthetic and in- more powerful, perhaps, than its most violaidlui.
course to ruin. The State is hastening to tellectual oulture. ^cver, never were lent advecsories, or Its most zealous de\7AUPELL, H., Manufacturerof anddealer-.u anarchy with its lawlessness, or to despo- multiplied so abundantly public and pri- lenders have supposed.”
Harness, Trunks, baddies aud Whips;
RuVi Robert Biokerstethsays: for the
tism with its iron ciuelty. Society is rank vate schools; schools of science and schools
Eighth street.
with corruption, or demoralizedwith gay- of art; colleges and seminaries; all the ap- Bible “we challenge the glory of having
ety and frivolousness.Business is honey- pliances for ripest scholarship and highest been the grand instrumentto emancipate
Tobacco snd Cigsrs.
pK ROLLER, G. J., Generaldealer in Tobacco, combed whir fraud and dishonesty. The refinement;for the development of all the intellect, and to prove such a hallowing luflucnco over all Che faculties of the
press groans with pestilentiallitei attire. that is best, purest, noblest in mind.
Cigare,Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
The Church is enslaved to the world, and
hutyian mind, that genius, in every departGlance
at philanthropy. Wherepr when
Wstohsi snd Jsvslry.
losing its power to mould it for ‘Christ will you find so many iusliiuiiont,public ment, may be literally compelled to come
f OSLIN 4 BRKYMAN, Watchraskere, Jewelers, All tilings, in short, portend disorder and
and private, for relief of human wretclwd- aqd lay her trophies at the feet of Revelaaud dealers in Fuucy Goods; Corner of Mar- disaster, because they do not move in their ness; for breaking the yoke from the heck tion, end confess that the brilliant achieveket and Eighth Street.
grooves. They point to the past and cry : of the enslaved and the oppressed;: for /in- ments of modern science, and the imper"there are no merchants,no orators, uo structing the ignorant;for helping the un- ishable monuments of literature, and the
statesmen, no preachers, like those whose fortunate; for elevating the degraded; for freedom of thought which hath ministered
places shall know them no more: Oh! for reclaimingthe vicioqs; for Christianizing essentiallyto intellectualdignity and independence; each and ail of these things
the golden days that are gone.” They the
combined constitute a lie of irrevocable
look only on the dark side of the picture
Gldtich
at
tlie
realm
of
morals.
With
I. 0. of o. F.
obligation to the Bible.”
that Is, and only on ihe bright side of the picall that pains the heart in the sights of im•Holland City Lodge, No. 192. IndependentOrder
lure that was. Hence tbeli1 cry: “What is moralitythat sirike the visional! is atill ’ Another lays: “the Bible is the seed plant
of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd
Fellow's Hall, HollandMich., on Tuesday Evening the cause that the former days were better true that the moral average of nominally of all real progress. The spirit of Chrisof each week
than these?”
Christian lands never was oo high as to- tianitymoulded the life of tbe nations and
Visiting brothers are cordially Invited.
But Solomon says, no, no; “thou dost not
day. Let any person read such books as tiie politics of the world, Impregnated tbe
W. Blox, N. G.
enquire wisely concerningthis. It is not
G. A. Konixq, R. 8.
“Hie history of the English people, ” or whole soil of society with its principles, and
wise to-day. For the question assumes as Guizot’s history of civilization,and his created a civilization truly and predomitrue, something that has no existence iu
doubts will soon give place to conviction. nantly Christian.”
F. A A. K.
fact. Bather Hie truth is, that the present
Archdeacon Hare says: “much has
Glance at the rdigioui world. Division
A Riuulab Corarannicationof Uxitt Lodge, is the age of gold; that llwte are the days
been written of late years about the spiritstill among the disciplesof the living Godl
No. 191. F. * A. M.. will he held at Masonic Hall,
of palm. The civilizationof to-day is jm Yes, alas! yes; but when was there so ual genius of modern times, os contrasted
Holland,Mich., on Wednesday evening, July
measurablyin advance of any other period little antagonism, so much agreement! with the predominance of the animal and
2, at 7 o’clock, sharp.
Otto Bkbtman. W. M.
iu the history of our race.
Still multitudes upon multitudesin the sensuous life in the classical nations of
C. B. Wynne Sec'u.
Snppose the Supreme Arbiter of human valley of vision un reached and unsaved? antiquity. But when the source of this difdestinieshad given you your choice, and
Yes,’ alas! yes, but when were so much ference has been sought after, the seekers
had said to you; in what portion ol the
* #
A Remarkable Result,
energy and means, so much zeal and sac- have gone very far astray.
earth-period will you have your existence
rifice expended for their salvation,in our The praise is not ot man, but of God. It
It makes no difference how many Phy- for time? Would you, up to the present land, among the islands of the sea, and is only by this light that we see light. If
sicians,or how much medicine you have day, have chosen any oilier than that in unto the ends ol the earth! Still formulism, we are at all better than these first men,
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Surgeon: Offle*

comer EU Youth sad River

people.

Attorney*.

FOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
L Noury Public; River street.

V

NO.

clime.

Human nature has the same qualities and rights of the governing, and the governed
f KDEBOER, F, S., Physicistsud Surgeon;
1 j offico ut residence,on *|ghth street, sear Chi.
makes the same manifestations through all been more carefully studied, more tho4 M. L. 8. K. R. crossing.
generations and among all peoples. There roughly understood,os wisely adjusted,
sic CULLOCU TtlOS.,Physician, burgeon snd were in the days ol Solomon querulous better guarded. What a contrast between
DA Accoucueur.Office, Van Putuu’s Drugstore, persons who were utterlydissatisfiedwith today, and even 100 years ago! Thtn
Holland, Michigan.
the present, and to whom the past corus- scarcely a nation that recognizedin its poOCUOUTEN, R. A. City Puysicmn. Offlcs at the cated with excellence. There have been liticalcreed the terms— civil and religious
persons of like spirit ever since; there are freedom; now scarcely one in .nominal
O First Ward Drug Store, dlb Street.
to-day. They wrap themselves in a pall. Christendom that does not feel the thrill
Phjtjgupher.
They gather about thorn an atmosphere of through all iu institutions; -and some owe
If IGG1N8, B. P. the leading Photographer. Gal- gloom— dense, and drear and desolate as their very existenceto its presence and
an ocean-fog. The irain of humanity, in power.
XX lery opposite this office.

Holland. Mich.
Glow connections made at Allegan wick G. K. <t
R. R. and L. 8. JS 51. 8. for PJaiuwell, Kalmnazoo Ft. Wayne, Cleveland. &c;. Ac.
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A WEEKLY NEWSPAPEE,

solids

WHOLE

1879,

hearths and homes the comforts and luxuwith Spain; Germatty with Frapce; the
ries of every laud and
|
ZATION. .
Glance into social Ufa., You do not, by Waldenses in their Alpine homes with
other.r.-.
portions
peoples
any means, look yjion a picture of perfect ........
- and r-~T
----of Italy. One
ttritiUsi
Baccalaureate Sermon at Hope College, purity and peace; but never was Ms awrogd glance is enough. Compare Christian
A NNIB, T.I., Physician;rssiiencs.osposlis
including Ihooe
those through which
wl
of social comfort and excellence &s high lands, even Including
June 22nd, 1876.
8. w. cor. Public Square.
the Catholicsod the Greek
os now; never did society so struggle
u churches are
A 8H 4 PALMER, Surseoas, Phjsleissssnd BY REV. 0. HENRY MANDEVILLE, D. D., throw off iu excrescences, and clothe itself predominant with Mohammedan lauds, or
Accoucheurs. Officost hi# resldsucs, OYerin the white garments of truth and sobrie- with heathen lands. One glance is enough.
PRESIDENT OF HOPE COLLEGE.
ysel, Mich.
You may trace various streams of influty— of honor and purity.

rriirsCHKLVKW, G.,

|ei

5,

Drugi &ai Maiiclnes.

which you do live? Would you have worldliness, pride and even hypocrisyin
it is now an established fact that
German Syrup is the only remedy which chosen the days in which old Egypt wield- the sacred courts! Yes, alas! alasLye#,
has given complete saiisluctionin severe ed her power, flourished in her greatness yet I verily believe never were better men
cases of Lung Diseases. It is true there and semi-barbaric splendor? Or the days and women, or more of them in the
are yet thousandsof persons who are pre- in which ancient Greece threw a halo of Church of Christ, thin to-day. Never was
disposed to Throat and Lung Affections, beauty and grandeur around social life and Christianity more clearly recognised as broader,
Consumption, Hemorrhages,Asthma, Se- nio the realm of philosophicthought and larger, grander than any Church or than alt
vere Colds settledon the Breast, Pneu- artisticculture? When Socrates spoke Churches and the Word of God as more
monia, Whooping Cough, &c., who have and Plato wrote, and Phidias wrought his comprehensiveand glorious than any
no personal knowledge of Boschee’s Ger wonders of sculpture, and Demosthenes system of theology, Arminian pr Calvauman Syrup. To such we would say that thundered his majestic orations against ty istic, Wesleyhu'or Augusiinian.Never
50,000 dozen were sold last year without runny ? Or the days in which the domin- was Christianity as mighty a factor in the
one complaint. Consumptives try just one ons ot pagan Rome and the power of her problem of human civilization,as influenbottle. Regular size 75 cents. Sold by arms girdled the globe? When Cicero de- tial an element in human life as at this
tried,

who were of the earth, earthy, it is because the second man was the Lord from
Heaven."
Theodore Parker, with all his disbelief
in divine inspiration of Holy Scriptures
grandly says: “the sun never sets on its
gleaming page. It goes equally to tbe
cottage of the plain man, and the palace
of the king. It is woven into the literature, and colors of the talk of the street.
The bark of the merchant can not sail the
sea without it. No ship of war goes to
the conflict,but the Bible is there. R enters men’s closets; mingles In all the grief
and cheerfulness of life. The aching head

claimed with resistless eloquence and pen
very day.
ned, with the calm dignity of a sage, his
“It is now tbe English language, satur finds a softer pillow when the Bible lies
XJ
wonderful treatises on philosophy and mor- atctl with the ideas, gathering up into
underneath. It blesses us when wn are
Facts that
als, on life and immortality;and when
itself the best thoughts of ail the ages, born; gives names to half Christendom;
EENGS, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, MedIf you are suffering with a severe cough, Caesar swayed his sceptre over prostrate that is ihe great agent of Christian civili- rejoices with us, has sympathy for our
xfX Iclues,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Percold, asthma, bronchitis,consumption, nations? Or would you have chosen the zation through the world; at this moment mourning, tempers our griel to finer issues.
fumeries. River
loss of voice, tickling in the throat, or any days in which Judaism effloresced into affecting the destiniea and moulding the It is the better part of our Sermons It
YTAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer In Drugs, Medl- affection of the throat or lungs, we know Christianity,when the Son of God walked characterof half the human race.”— lifts man above himself. The timid man,
cines, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr. that Dr. King's New Discovery will give in human flesh upon earth, and his apostles
awaking from this dream of life, looks
W. Van Den Bbbq’h Family Medicines; Eighth 8t.
you immediate relief. We know of hun went flaming through the lands, as angels
I think you agree with mo. No, no, the through the glass of scriptures, and bis
-yyALSH UEBEK, Druggist4 Pharmacist^ a dreds of cases, it has completely cured, of light, with the message of grace and former days were not better, were not ns eye grows bright. He does not fear to
full stock of goods appertaining to the busand that where all other medicines had and love— the glad tidings of salvation for good as these. I am ^ware that a contrary stand alone to trend the way unknown and
loess.
failed. No other remedy can show one a lost world? Or would you have chosen impressionvery generally obtains. But a distant to take the death angel by the hand,
half as many permanent cures. ‘Now to the days in which the Reformation burst littlereflectionand reading must suffice to and bid farewell to wile and babes at
funilture.
give you satisfactoryproof that Dr. King’s the cerements in which truth had been en- correct it; and eapeclally if coupled with home. Men rest on this their dearest
\f EVER, H. 4 CO., Dealers in ail kinds of FurNew Discoverywill cure you of Asthma, tombed for a 1000 years, and ‘‘scattered the remembrance,that in looking at the hope. It tells them of God and His
nlture,Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Bronchitis,Hay Fever, Consumption, the moral midnight of centuries”? When past, the dark colors of the disagreeable blessed Son, of earthly, duties, and of
Picture Frames, etc.: River street.
severe Coughs, and Colds, Hoarseness, or Luther, Melancthon, Zwinglius, Calvin and bad are almost lost to sight, and it heavenly rest.”
OsBiral Dialsri.
any Throat or Lung disease, if you will and a host of noble comrades waged ’‘glo- seems os if only tbe bright colors of the
An eminent writer on civil government
call at Heber Walsh’s Drug Store. Hol- rious war” with Ecclesiaslicism? When, beautiful,the good, and the true were in
YT-AN PUTTEN G„ General Dealers,In Dry
has
declared “John Calvin to be the
drawing from its rusty scabbard the sword its pictures.
Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps, land. Michigan, you can get a tria’i bottle
founder of the American Republic;” beof
the
Scriptures,
which
is
the
word
of
for ten cents, or a regular size bottle for
Flour, Provisions, etc. ; River st.
Tife undoubted fact is that Ihe race has
God, they with its flash awoke reason and made marvelous advance in civilization. cause he first developed “the rights of
$1.00.
Livery »nl S*le Stahlei.
conscience from the sleep of death, and We are simply amazed at the progress opinion and freedom of conscience.”
Hume, with all his infidelity,confessed
ilOONE H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office The Pesslnk Bros, have opened up iheir with its keen edge sundered the cords of in all department!of human well being. that England wm Indebted to these men of
XJ and barn on Market street. Everythingflrat- Ice Cream business, and are now ready to spiritual despotism ? Or the days in which This is all the more wonderfulwhen we reClass.
our lathers proclaimed American Inde- flect upon the obstacles encountered, force tbe Reformationfor all her liberty in her
furnish parties, societies, or anybody, Ice
constitution.
VTTBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable; Cream which cannot be beat by measure pendunco, decreed American nationality, of old habits, tenacity of prejudice, jealLord Macauly,ip hit own eloquent way,
and fought for seven long and bloody ousy of power, alarms or timidity, credulIN Officeof Daily Stage Line to Saogatuck, 9th or dish.
writes: “then were first proclaimed those
street, near Market.
years in support of their purpose? These ity of superstition,pride of intellect and
mighty principles which, have since
are the grandest representative periods iu many others.
Wago&aaksri and Blaekialthi.
worked their way into the depths of the
the world’s history. As I scan the pages
I am not unmindful of tbe ignorance American forest, have ronsed Greece from
pvIJKEMA J. 4 0. Wagou and Blacksmith
of the past and learn the civil and social,
XJ 8hop. Hone-shoelnc and all kinds uf repair- The undersigned,Dr. L. E Best, having the intellectual,moral and religious con- and debasement aud wretchedness and the slavery of 2,000 year#, and from one
crime; of the dishonesty and intemper- end of Europe to the other have kindled
ing done. Eighth Street afew doors west of River. settled in the cltv of Grand Rapida, offers
dition of the people, I can see no period ence and profligacy: of the infidelityand
his servicesas a Physician, Surgeon and Acan unquenchable fire in the hearts of the
Kiat Xarksti.
in which it would be more desirable to Immorality, and irreligion ; of slavery and
coucheur to the public at large, and
oppressed.
>
have lived than the present. There has oppression; of wars and rumErs of wars;
OOONE, C., Wholesale Dealer in all kinds ot whereas he pays particular attention to
We might continoe to quote tiy the hour
been
a
grand
advance
along
the
entire
line
J3 Meat. Pays the highest price tor cattle. chronic diseases,and fine surgery, he has
of all that antagonizes so persistentlyand
from friends snd enemies of scriptore tesof humanity. The wave of progress has, powerfully with the progress of humanity
Zeeland, Ottawa Co.,
*-iy
concluded to stop at the City Hotel, iu the
timonies to iu priceless value and mighty
indeed, been somewhat like the wave ot to iu ideal state. With nil these, the
1JUTKAU* VANZOEREN, New Meat Mar- City of Holland, on Saturday of each week,
Influencein moulding life in the indiJ> kcLnearcoruerEighth and Fish Street.All where he can be consulted during the the sea in a rising tide, which, as it comes present stands high above any past period. vidual and society.
sweeping on, meets with a barrier and is We of this generation,and especially of
kinds ot aausagea constantly on hand.
day.
Ail history is a corroboration. Go back
driven back; again returns and is again this land, have abundant reason to jdess
L. E. BEST, M. D.
T7‘UITE,J.,Dealer in all kinds of meats and
beaten
back;
yet, with each return, rises the Almighty Father that He baa given ns to ante Christian times. Yon find in that
|V vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
Grand Rapids, Nov. 65 1878.
higher and higher, till iu flood sweeps an being in this day with its numerous ad* little country on the shores of the Mediterranean a peculiar, unique type of life,
over the bank. We are borne at thie day
\TANDKRHAAR, H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,
vantages and fU|>enorUit.s.
and Smoked Meat# and Vegetables; paper
on the highest tide reached hitherto.The
Bucklln’s Arnica Salve.
IL
With this glance at the past and tbe to which In tne entire outside world there
and twine; 8th street.
was no parallel. Wbv ? chiefly because to
The best Salve In the world for Cuts, stately ship of humanity, In which we are preaent, w« now change tbe enquiry and
embarked, rolls with the swelling billows, ask, what la the cause that the present are them were cothmitteed “the lively oruclei”
MasttfutOTiii,Mffli. Shops, m.
Bruises, Sure*, Ulcer, Salt Rheum, Tetter,
uieses somewhat hither and thither, yet Is better than tbe former davi? What is the of God, which were the Inspiration of
Chapped hands, Chilblains, Coras, end all
she nearer the port to-day than ever before. secret of the progress which we devoutly their life.
kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve Is
During the early centuries of the
for Mowlwt Machines- cor. lOthAKiver atrset.
guaranteed to give perfect satisfactionin The skies may be no clearer.' The waters and gratefully retiognize?I unhesitatingly
may
be no smoother.- The winds may be concede that many causes have conspired Christian era those nations, to whom came
DAUELS.VAN PUTTEN * CO., Proprietor# every case or money refunded. Price 25 no calmer. But she sails more steadily
to produce this result. Bat I claim that the word of Qod with its influence snd inof Ptuggsr MUU: (Steam Saw and Floor Cents per box. For Sale by Heber Walsh
stitutions, were quickened to new vigor
and swiftly to her ideal haven.
MlHa.J near foot of 8th atreat.
tlte cause, inspiringall other cauaes, is
Holland,Michigan.
In illustrationI may not tax yoor pa- the Word of God. The Holy ScriptureIs and a higher, nobler, better life. Then
YT’ERBERK, H. W..A CO., Proprietor# of the
tience with details— only refresh your the motive power, tbe Corlm Engine in Just os they were ready to reap the ripenPhoeaiz Planing Mill. All kinds of buildI wish to inform my patients and friends
memories by brief and rapid reference.
modern civilization. All the wheels ot ing harvest, came tbe long period of ining material famished at Grand Rapids prices.
generally, that until further notice I will
activity, emphaticallycalled the dark an t,
Glance at the materialcomforts of living ? its complex machinery, in all deportments
TK7TLMS, P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and keep my office at the Drug Store of Dr.
thought and action, revolve by iu say from 6th to 10ih centuries. The
VV Iron and Wood combinationPumps. Cor- R. A. Schouten, where orders for my ser- with machines to plongh and sow our of
movemenU,
as the ultimate, instrumental world made little or no progress.There
lath sad River streets.
vices can be left, or at my residence on fields and reap our bnrvesU; to spin and
power.
Tbe
highest civilization of the was social, Intellectualand moral stagnaEighth street, near Chicago Railroad sew and knit and weave our cotton ai-4
Hour? Piblios
world
to-day
la animate with tbe spirit tion, because the true light from Heaven
flax and wool and silk; to make our pins
crossing.
that
pulsates
in
Christianity,and U to he was not permitted to illumine tbe darki
and needles and walcbcx, and almost every
Respectfully
DOST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insaraace
foanu
in
lands
in
which the Word of Gi.d Only an occasional glimmer could be
article of use; with railroads and steamI*. 8. LEDEBOERrM. D.
Agent, Notary Habile sad Oonrejaos«r;C«lis
not
bound,
but
has free circulation in ceyned as it flickeredthrough some ere ____
boats In which to travel, and telegraphs
eetlons Bade la Hollandand tlolnhx.
homes
and
churches.
In schools and col- in monastery or cathedral; Just enough to
with which hi communicate,so that friendVI7AL8H, U., Notary Public, Couveyancer, All kinds of Shingles for sale at
leges.
Compare
North
America with let it be known, that, though a bushel
ship may indulge in fellowship, and busiand Insurance Agent, office,City Drug
‘ (Continued on Eiahth Page)
South
America.
One
glance
is enough.
Store, bth street.
ness
and
commerce
may
bring
to
our
G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

\OE8BURG,J.

O., Dealer in Drugs and Mediclues, Paints and Oils, Brushes, 4c. PUyncian's prescriptionsearelully put up: Eighth st.
I

street.

all Druggists iu

America.
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THE VETO POWER.

the Committeeon Finance, where It will aleep until
six or more iflonths are entitledto #60 per
month.* There is not a word of truth in this the next session. The President's menage
statement. No provision has ever been made calling attentie#t'to tbe failure of Oon-

of

]|olW

4**2 f

<P;

HOLL \NiyCtfY. MIOBIQAK.

by the Government for those who suffered at
gress to appropriatemoney for the necessities
Andersouville.The above canard was doubtless started by some swindling claim agency,
and ox-soldiers are warned against paying any Windom' introduced a bill maklrig appropriations
tttohtioQ to it
for the payment of Deputy Marshals, mi-

9

nus the

rAR&INGTON.
-

--'Ml..

political

clauses.The

bill

Bat

Camille saw that it might be obopprobrium of being
It U Exercised Once More By the President
an executionerwould still test upon the
In the Case of the Marshals' Bill.
man that held the scissors, and made
To the House of Representatives!
proviritm for the objection $hus : “Place
I return to the House of Representatives, in
which it originated, the bill entitled“An act an astfonomiealmachine upon the scafmaking appropriationsto pay the fcoi of fold, and at tbe hoar of noon the action
United Btatea Marshals and their general depu- of the sun will detach the spring and
the celestial body which oenolds the
ties,” with the followingobjectionsto ite oecrimes of the universe will become also
ooming a law:
their avenger.”
— The bill appropriatesthe sum of #600,000 for
the payment, daring the fiscal year ending June
jected to that the

wsa

’postponed by a party vote.——'
In the House, •--messtge. was received
The excess of exports over imports from the President announcingbis approval of the
of merclmndiBe in twelve months ended May JudicialExpensea bill; also a message vetoing the
bill making appropriations for the pay of Deputy
81, 1879, was #269,709,876;
for twelvemonths Marshals. The House refused to pass the bill over
THE EAST.
veto, the vote standing: yeas, AH; nays, 62 not
A very serious railroad accident oc- ended May 81, 1878, #241,859,939.The excess the
the necessary two-thirds voting in the affirmative.
of ex
Changes in Persia.
8Q, 1£80, of United States Marshals and their
curred a few d»ys jgo ©u
and and
•gStteral
deputise/
Tn4
officers
thus
provided
A glowing accpiijt : ia giyefc by /the
Michigan Boulbiit rafli-oad; rteai Buffalo, May 31,
-ror twelve monies
N.Y. A funeral car attached to the regular ended May 31. 1878, #7,243,901. . .The receipts phate of quinine on the free Hat. Mr. Cannon for are essential to the faithful execution of the Croloa of the improvementgoing on in
moved to suspend the rules and paas the bill apexpress train jumped the track, and, after from internal revafme during the last year
propriating #600,000 to pay the fees of United laws. They were created and their powers and Persia since the country has been taken
dragging along a abort diatanoa,iurxied on amount to #ll0t£8&,988;for tho fiscal year, Btatea Marshals mi their general depntiee during
by Coh^ress At thfi first session in hand by^ Austrian and Russian officers.
its side and was wrenched from the tram. over #114,030,000, an increase of over #8,1)00,- the fiscal year ending Jane 30, 1880. Rejected by s dhtteldefineff
after. the adoption of the oonstitution,in the
A marked change, says the Russian pa000, respite the reduction of the tax on tobacco^ party vote— ytas, 61; iliya 88. . 21 ..IT Z
Judiciary act, which was approved Sept 24,

•M,.

indefinitely.
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The President has appointed Col.

mmmm

if they will

recover.

Weber,

in.:

mi-'Imi-i

Horatio G. Wright dhlef of Engineers, with
the rank of BrigadierGeneral, vice Gen.
Humphreys,retired. J ’ •"
.

m
•
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.u FOREIGN.

A Vienna dispatch says news has

received from Sqfla that there have been
The ecboCner Gtmlmingt, Mrritirig ih several encounters between the Turks and
New York from Para, ttbortethe low of the Macedonian insurgents, in which the latterwere
Captain and two keamentrom fellow fever.
tnaueoessful
dead....

The Sultan has signed a firman de-

Harvard and Yale crewa. for the.ppUege cham- posing the Khedive of Egypt in favor of, his
pionehip, resulted in an easy yiotoYy for Har; son, Prince Mohammed Tew flk, and the Khe-

The Havana steamship,tifor

of

^ew

ooU o receive man, pretender to the Afghan
Ibdnl Rap
Uded on the night of. the 8Bth ult, off Abeioom throne, who has hitherto lived under Russian
light, on toe New Jersey coast The Helen waa protection, has invaded Badakshan, and the Afso injured that she sank almost instantly,and ghan troops in Balkh have revolted. r. The
her (laptain and tour of the crew were loau town of ozyran, Rusaia, nas been pea lv deThe City of New York was on her, .regular stroyed by fire. A number of persons nave
been arrested at Kieff, St. Petersburg and Moscow for trading in explosives, which is prosugar . .C. Bobert linke, a Provideboe jewel- hibited
York, and the iron bark Helen, fit Dundee,

.

•rty.

has beeb robbed of 115,000 worth of prop-

er,

The emerald ring

'•

’

belonging to the

ChiU has ceded Patagonia

to the Ar-

gentine Republic.... The Prince Imperial in
his will, appoints Prince Victor Napoleon as bis

Ute Mrs. Hull, which Chaatino Cox, her mur-

8ueoessor....A London dispatch says that “A
in Boston, Protestant school house in Moyrua. Galway
has been recovered. The emerald,however, is oounty. Ireland,,has, been sacked by thirty permissing, and it is believedthe nng was broRen sons who came from a distance. Bibles were
by Cox when wrenching it from the finger of thrown into the sea. This is a revival of the
disturbancewhich has been quietedafter occaMrs.
sioning some alarm in the district some weeks
The Giant powder magazine, at
id]
,
derer, said ha pave to a white

woman

Hull

.

Mow-

bray’s nitro-glycerineworks, North .Adams,
Mass.,

explodedW week.

Jacfc Pierce and

|»*

:

AdvicEs from South

Africa state that

the British are advancing into Zuloland.

Tbe

William Long, workmen, were blown to atoms.
column of Geh. Newel egato has moved forAdjoining buildings were shattered....
ward about twenty miles, where ah intrenched

Ill,1

'WEST.

THE

•••

30th

ip,force.

camp

to be established as a base for a farther
other column is to move along
the coast, so as to be able to obtain its supplies
ef Congress from Illinois, died at J erseyyille,
by sea. Later dispatches report that Getywayo
IlL, last week, in the 49th year of his agtv
is suing for peac&....A mysteriousunis

Hon. Robert M. Knapp, ex-member movement The

,

_ _

to-morrow,.

^

pleasantness is reported to u have very
roomily arieen between Russia and Germany, in consequence of which the
miles west of there, over the attempts of a Czar has abandonedhis intention of visiting
saloon-keepernamed’ Jerry Owens to murder Berlin this summer.... A telegram from Cape
second cat, she began td run round the
his four motherless children, the oldest of Town received at tbe War Office in London anwhom is aged ft He first assaulted a son, aged nounoes that the Prince Imperial’sbodv had mirror in search of her companion.
been plated in a coffin of lead and wood, and After running around one way several
all medical arrangements for preserving the times, she began to run the Other, until
body had been admirablycanied out....
skull She can hardly survive. He took a TewEk, the new Viceroy of Egypt, is said to be fully satisfied that there was no cat belarge, thick dub, four feet long, and beat all a person of exceptionally economical habits for side herself outside of the glass. But
four children, the youngeet a babe of 2 years, an Oriental He has but one wife, drinks no where was the second cat?
until their bodies were literally a mass of wine, and is particularly eccentricin keeping
She sat down in front of the glass to
wounds. The fiend was arrested.
his expenditureswithin his income.
meditate on the problem. Evidently,
Trouble is threatened by straggling A dispatch from Paris says Prince inside, as she had often before imagined.
bands of Ute Indians, who have left their Jerome Napoleon will publisha manifestoafter Suddenly a new thought occurred to
agency on White river, and are now ht or near the funeral of the Prince Imperial urging all
her.
North Park, in Colorado, where are also a num- Bonapartiststo enbmit to the republic,and
Rising deliberately, she put her paws
ber of mining proepectere....A8t Paul dis- that he has already assured PresidentGrevy be
on
the glass in front and then behind,
patch gives particulars of the explosion of a will not become a pretender to the imperial
small steamer at Rockwell’sisland, on throne.... The ex-Khedive, his sons Hassein walked round to the ether side, and
Lake Minnetonka., Minn.,
which and Hassan, and Pashas .Talaat and Rap eh measured the thickness in the same
the boat was shivered to atoms, left Alexandriafor Naples on board the Khe- way. Then she sat down again to
and about a dozen people injured, four or five dive’s yacht, on the SOth ult The English and

A Fort Wayne

(Ind.)

paper reports

by

h

of them fatally....A seventy five hour pedes- French men-of-war sainted the Khedive's vestrian contest at Chicago,between O’Leary,of sel
that city, and Croesland. of England, for 95.UU0
a side, was won by the Chicago man, who covFOBTY-SIXrH CONGRESS.
ered 250 miles, the Eoglishmanbeing twentyfive miles behind at the finish.
[KXTJU SKH8ION.]

think.

There might be a cavity inside, but

it

was not large enongh to hold a cat.
She seemed to come to the deliberate

conclusionthat there was & mystery here,
but no cat, and it wasn’t worth while to
Two young men named R. Foster
Mr. Burnside introduced in the Senate, on bother about it. From that time the
and William Howard, aged respectively 20 and
the 25th ult., a joint resolution to the effect that, Baron said she lost all curiosity about
10, were drowned in Skunk riVer, near DanIowa, last week, while bathing.

A dispatch from

Sutro, He?., an-

nounces the completion of the famous Sutro
tunnel, for the receptionof water from the
an engineeringwork the
success surpasses all expectations.In eight
hours the water in the Hale A Norcross and
Savage mines Was lowered 100 feet, demonstrating the capacity of the tunnel to perfotm all
the work ever claimed for or expected of it
The great undertakinghas cost #0,000,000.

Comstock mines. As

i

»

THE SOUTH.

the people of this country having for fifty years looking-glasses.
adhertd to the Monroe doctrine, they “ would not
view without serious inquietudeany attempt of
Wood Instead of Leather.
the powers of Europe to establish,under thdr
We often pity those Eastern travelers
protection and d6minatlon, a ship-canal across the
and peasantswho wear the old-fashioned
Isthmus of Darien, and snob action could not be
wooden sandals, and congratulate ourregarded in any other light than as a maniselves that no such heavy and uncomfestation of an unfriendlydisposition toward
these United eta tea.*’ Ihe resolution fortable shoes are worn in our country.
was referred to the Committee on Foreign Rela- But the French, who lead the fashions
tions. Mr. Vest introducedtbe following joint
resolution,which was ordered printed : “ That the of the world, are substitutingwooden
complete remonetisation of silver, Ita fall restora- in place of leathern shoes. They think

tion

as

a

money

metal, .

and

its

free

them better than the ordinary shoes for
coinage by the Government of the United
Htates, are demanded alike by the dic- those accustomed to out- door labors.
ago at Wellsville,Ma, between three brothers tates of justice and wise 'statesmanship.''
Their common-senseview of the matter
named Taylor and a man named Wren. The Mr. Windom rtad what be *t' led a political sp» ech, is this : Leather easily soaks in water,
reviewing the record of, the Ilepnblicanand Demolatterand tfro of the Taylors were killed.
cratic partiesfor the past twenty years. A long and laborers who work in swampy lands
The Louisiana ConstitutionalCon- political debate ensued, which was participatedin or in wet places have wet feet all the
by Messrs. W1 <dom. Saulsbury.Davis |W. Va.).
vention has passed resolutionsordering the Ingalls and Beck. - Tbe House occupied the day day, and suffer much from colds, rheuState offioeranot to pay the Jnly interest on the in debating the Senate bill exemptingfrom license matism and other foims of sickness.
and other fees vesselsnot propelled wholly by sail
State debt till ordered by the convention....
Wood is impervious to water, and woodor by inutnal motive-powerof their own.
The gauge on TOO miles of track belongingto
en shoes insure dry feet under all cirIn
tlte
fcenate,
June
26,
Mr.
Vest
called
up
the St. Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern
Railway Company was recently changed to the the silver -ftce-colnage resolution,1but, objection cumstances.
regulation width in about seven hours.
being nlaafr, •‘went orrsr. After a short executive
The peasanta who wear them are
session,the Judicial Expenses Appropriation
bill
found to have much better health than
POLITICAL.
was read twice aid referred. The regular order those who still cling to leather. There
. At a meeting of tbe ‘Ohio Democratic
was reshmed,' being tbfe joint resolution relating is a great gain, also, in cheapness and
State Central Comniittee. 'iit Columbus, Jiliie
to the extra pay tor Congressionalemploye*. durability. The wooden shoes cost less
26, J. Frapk McKinneywas made Chairmanof
Messrs. Davis (W. Va.) and Allison engaged than 40 cents a pair, and will last althe Executive Committee, in place of John
in a short discussion upon the finsncisl questions.
Thompson.
.The Maipe Republicans,at Ban- ——In the House, the proyosition for revoking the most for a lifetime. They are made
gor, June 20, nominated the Hon. D. F. Davis, leave of absence granted to members warf made by light and easy to wear. 111 A smidl -cushof Corinth, tor Govemof, on the third Mr. irmfleld, and objected to, The bill making ion is attached to
inside of the
ballot
platform 1 adopted asserts appropriationsfor etrtain Judicial expenses
that this country is a nation, and not aud the bill maVlSfe Appropriations to upper part to.relieyo $e presfeui'e,'and
the tee* nr Marshals' snd their gen- the .shoes are large enough to permit
a confederationof States?: that it iff the pay
eral deputies,were reported, from the Oomright and .duty of .the Government to
jnltteeon Appropriations,and ordered printed and the use of stockings. It is possible
protect the citizens apd insure an honest and referred. 'The bill prohibiting 'politicalassesssome bold reformer ipay introduce them
pure ballet; that the action of the Democratic ments came up as business of the morning hour.
majority in Congress is a revolutionaryat- Mr. Gariteld sought an opportunityof speaking into this country, but we are .afraid they
.j
tempt to coerce the Executive,and that Presi- against the bill, but was cut off by the, previous will never be popular. ••
dent Hayes
ayes should be supposed
supported in his resist- question! whereupor dilatorytattles were resorted
-T—T
T-TI
DID
ance to suoti
suQb’ettempto,ana
that it Is a matter to by He
Agony Caused by, a Spider’s Bite. •
attempts,and tb*t
of rejoicinfthat
icing that the Govermnei
Government prtriiWee‘to
The Senate; ‘in the 27th’ tiH., passed,1
a
On
Hut Saturday moYning the wife of
pay sfe> kept,
Mpt, Ahfi the dollar oft
of the laborer is as atrfet party tote; the Juflidal Expenses AppropriaMr. W. J. Rochelle, Irving near. Brangood as the d611ar of theespHSHit
tion bill as It passed tin- House. Mr. Vest's'silver
Commit- resolution Vaa' defeated vrithout action.— — The don, Hill county, Texas, was bitten op
The Ohiapenlbcratic B^ie Cob
— Si'w
the leg by a small jitown fepider, ; At
tee have deriisd ^ fdnnaily ^ppen lhe cam _
first tbe^ite felt like a 'bee at*
ing,*
A bloody affray occurred a few days

,

^

Tne

<

Republicans.

i

-

,i

-

.

criminal laws of the United States,service of all
civil processesin cases in which the United
Htates is a party, aud the execution of the Rev-

enue laws, Neutralitylaws, and many other
laws of large importance,depend on tho maint< nance of the Marshals and their deputies.
They are, in effect,only police of the United
Htates Government
Officers with correspondingnowera and duties are found in every Btate of the Union, aud

in evet7 country which has juiLprudence
which is worthy of the name. To deprivethe
NationalGovernmentof these officers would
be as disastrous to society as to abolish Sheriffs, constables and police officialsin the several States. Ii would be a denial to the United
Htates of tho right to execute its laws, and a
denial of all authority which requires the use

H

1

bynpjwto vote^provldiug for an .adjqt^ment op

-GENERAL.
Cal) RailroadCompany for May were #1,541,000, and for the first nye mpntiy of the year
#0,298,100, against #6,410,30014 1878,

Deadly explosions:A tabular boiler
a planing mill at Philadelphia,by which
four persons were launched into eternity ; a
"er in an iron mill st Youngstown, OWo,
in,

:

Kc&ldiDCtwo othdro.

An
press

^

more

o’clock, when

#nH

**

'

•

monetixstibn and free coinage ofeilverwaa finally
disposed of by the Senate 6nlhe 8Ufh ult. The res-

were imprisoned in Andereonvillefor a period olution,on motion of Mr. AliUon, wsa referred to

©
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©
©
©
©
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©
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(Higuedj

Buthmford B. Hayes.

Executive Mairsibv, June

Apropos of Ihe death of the French
headsman a curious article by Camille
Desmoulins oh capital punishment has
been unearthed. He advbeates the selection from among the imprisbued
murderers p£ the most ferocious of their
number to be Employed as headsman,
that “Id the punishmentof criminals
these wretches mighl always behold the
doom they1 had merited and, perhaps
ere nbt to escape.” It might be urged
that these executioners wpuld bungle
their wdrlf* Camille ^ proposed a plan
“which should be welcome*! by all gentle
minds, and which has already been pro*
posed in the National Assembly by a
just and merciful man, Dr. Guillotin.
,

i

Baulky— No.

fit),1871).

ShalJ the Sun Jr jExpqatloner l

i
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©
®
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going the rounds of the
stating that “all survivingsoldierswho
item' is

np

Telegraph Wires in Paris.

;

again postponed the Resolution of Mr. Vest declar

j ii,

eking the building, mortally, ipjui
and badly wounding six persons: the

it

in a boat
only eighteen feet long and six feet
three inches breadth of beam is what
Captain Lewis Goldsmith, a Dane, and
a resident of this city, proposes to do,
starting next month. The tiny craft,
which has been named the Uncle Sam,
is now on exhibition in Horticultural
Hall. It is built on the general principle of a life-boat,with water-tight compartments fore and aft that will keep it
afloat even if the body of the boat
should become filled with water. There
is a snug little cabin with a bed,
and this can be entirely shut in
so tightly as to prevent the entrance of
water. The boat is sloop- rigged, and
fitted to carry a balloon-jiband gafftopsail. It is a model of compactness.
C&pt. Goldsmith has followed the sea
all his life. In this daring undertaking
he will be accompanied by his young
wife, who, though this will be her first
voyage, is impatientlylooking forward
to the start. It is thought that nearly
the year will be occupied in the tour.
An examination of the little boat is interesting, and it is pleasing to listen to
the venturesomeman os he tells of his
plans and expectations. ton Tran-

Wl

passed, eft, and she
thought until about 3

. she
was seised with the
most excruciating pain in every part of
lug in favor of the,firee pofnege juf silver. The hill her system. The fl&h for somte distance
making appropriations to pay the fv* of rut'n: around the/ hite turned’ black, and her
States Marsbal*,and their deputies was passed after whole bedy became spottedi The doc• brief disoqfsion,Mr, Logan making the principal tor was sent lor, who adininistdred opiargument ftgalusljhjB bUl.n— The House, passed ate#, and cupped the flesh where it had
the bill exempting fronj license
,-p- •
been bitten, Bhe continued,in ipito of
mil* LMJr.arfqiJni,#101 i)utp;AOJd trspniotM
of eqr ptfe
ao*od oafjom pniiev remedies, to snffcruthe greatest agony
•ut jo ,,«* I'Sq Xnnqa: peffedoxd too i^sssasm)
nntil Monday morning, whim ‘she began
Mexico
t~Tb® Spu ate , In executive si*»ion, ro-,
ected the a nomlnlipn of D, T. Corbin as Chief to experience sofne re lief.1 ^At last racJ'usticeof toe Supreme Court of Utah.
counts 'she was still id W criticalconMr.' V$ety rSsoltt^h tot1' Ihe'contyletore- ditidm—
tf.rpnfiUnr.

. Tho Senate, on the 28lh ult, discussed and

Pacific

gave

sail around the globe

penses." which, on the 23d of the present
The use of telegraph wires in Paris
month, was returned to the House of Reprefor messages from one part of the capsentatives with my objections to its approval
ital to another has ceased, the network
The provinious referred to are as follows:
Sec. 2. That the sums appropriated in this act of pneumatic tubes being complete.
for the peraous and the public serviceembraced iu
Blank forms for messages are sold to
its provisions arc in full for such persons and pubthe public, and may contain any numlic service for the fiscal year ending June 30. 18»l,
and no departmentor officer of the Government ber of words, the originalbeing for•ball, during said fiscal year, make any contractor
incur any liabilityfor, the future payment of money warded to destination.
under any of tho provisions of title 20 mentionedin
the section of this act unlil an appropriation aufTheodore Tilton, now en route for
firicutto meet such contractorpay such liability
Europe, has a volume of poems ready
shall have firstbeen made by law.
Upon reconsideration, in the House of Rep- for publication, which will be brought
resentativeij of the bill which containedthese out iu the fall.
provision^, it lacked tho constitutional majority. aud therefore failed to become a law. Iu
THE MARKETS.
order to secure its euactment the same measure
is again presented for rpy approval, coupled in
NEW YORK.
the bill before me with the appropriationsfor
support
the support
of the Marshals and Beeves ...................... #8 00 ($10 00
Hogs ..............................
3
4 20
their deputies during tho next
fiscal
.......................... 12)$
ear. The object, manifestly,is to place Cotton,
FLOUH-Superflne.................3 50 @ fl 85
fore tho Executive this alternative, either Wheat-No.2 .....................
1 10 © I 38
to allow necessary functions of tho piublio Cohn— Western Mixed, ............. 44
48
sorvica to be crippledor suspended for Oats- Mixed ......... ............86)$® 38
want of appropriation required to keep Rye— Western ....... ...........60
61
them in operation, nr to approve legislation Po«k— Mesa .......................
9 50 @10 25
Labd .............................. 6*i@ 6)4
which; , in {Official communications to
CHICAGO.
Congress, he has declared would be violaBeeves -ChoiceGraded Steen,.... 4 65 @ 5 00
tion of his consttintionalduty. Thns, in
Cows and Hrllen ........2 65 © 8 75
this bill the principle Is clearly embodied
Medium to Fair ..........4 107 ® 4 85
that by virtue of tne provision of the consti- Hoos ........ ...-.v.:.-..
......8 25 © 8 95
tution whicli requires that “all bills for Floub— Fancy White Winter Ex. . 5 00 @ 6 25
raising revenue should originate iu the House
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 8 IK) © 4 75
of Representatives,”a bare majority of the Wheat-No. 2 Spring ........... ...106 @107
No. 8 Spring .............. 80
K*
House of Reprosqutatiyes has right to withhold
any appropriation forthesnpportoftho Govern- Corn— No. 2 ....................... 86
81
88
ment, nnlesh tho Execntiveconsentsto approve Oats— No. 2 .....
Rye-No. 2 ........................ 68
54
any legislationwhich may be attached to approUarlet— No. 2 .................... 69
70
priation bills.
Rutter Choice Creamery .........14
15
I respectfully refer to the communications on
Eods-Frcsfi .......................
9)4® 10
this subject which I have sent to Congress durPoRK-Mess ............. ..........9 80 © 9 90
ing ifs present session for a statementof the Labi) ..... ........................1 #
0)4
grounds of my conclusions,and desire here
MILWAUKEE.
merely to repeat that, In my Judgment, to es- Wheat— No. 1 .....................
1 05 « 1 ®S
No. 2 .....................
1 0< © 1 08
tablish the principles of this bill is to make a
Cohn—
No. 2 ....................... 85
«0 •
radical, dangerous and unconstitutional change
Oats— No. 2 ....................... *1
in the character of onr institutions

Cm,

.the pain soon

• Around the Globe.

To

of a civil force.
1
Tho law entitles these officers to be paid.
Funds needed for this purpose have been collected from the people and are now 4n the
treasury. No objection Is, therefore, made to
that part of the bill before me which appropriates money for tbe support of the Mareuals
and Deputy Marshals of the United Htates.
The bill contains, however, other proriafepa
script.
which are identical in tenor and effect with tho
second section of the bill entitled“An act
No
making appropriations
for certain judicial ex-

%

The earnings of the Central

per, appews/da Teheran. Nearly all
rich Persians now drive in European
vehicles; somb have had built *fij)lendid
and great houses in European style ; the
principal boulevards are lighted. But
the most^ important mattej uj tfiat theohah is constructing a good road from
Teheran through Kaswin, Kendshan and
Tauris tp the Russian ffontierat Dshulfa.
From Teheran to Kaswin it is already
completed. At every twenty-fivekilometers ft 'postoffloe after the Austrian
pattern will be established. A new
Persian army is being organized by the
Austrian officersin the Austrian manner. The organizationof the cavalry
has been confided to the Russian Colonel
of Cossacks, Domontowitch,aided by
some other Russian officers. The police
is being organized by an AustrianCount,
who has been appointed Chief Master
of Police. The police* and gendarmes
are to number 26,000 men. Two foreigners who wish to establish^gas-works
at Teheran arrived there some days ago.
A company for the purpose has been
formed, and qpunts the Persian Ministers of Foreign Affairs and of Posts
among ita members. The coining of
the new Persian money continues without interruption ; the Chief of the Mint,
Amine Sultan, furnishes ever}' day as
much os 25,000 tomans in silver coin.

situation.

that there is great excitementat Coesse, fifteen

ville,

,

:

the piano manofacturei!,is been

TflE annual boat-wee^

1789. Hieir general duties, an defined in the
act whteh originally establishesthem, wore
Following Is the text of the President's special
substantially the same as those prescribedin
message seni to Congress ra ihe
^ the statutes now
To the Senate and Rouao at Eepreseotativcs
The principal provision on the subjeqt in the
The bill maxing an appropriation for tho pay- Revised Btatutea is as follows:
ment of tho fees of United States Mprahals and
tiectlou 71,7, It shall be the duty of Ike Marshal
their general deputies, which I 'have this day re- of .each district to attend the District aud Circuit
turned to Ihe House of Representatives (in which CotiriH when sitting therein, and to execute
it originated),
with my objections, having on its throughoutthe district all lawful precepts directed
reconsiderationby that bedy failed to be- to him aud issued Udder the authority of the
come a law, I respectfully,,,
call your at- United Stqtce; aud he alial) have power to conj-1
tention to the imiaodUte necessityof mak- m&nd all the necessaryassistancein the execution
ing some adequateprovision for the due and of his duty.
efikieut executionby the Mamba!* and Deputy
The original act was amended Fob. 28
Marshalsof the United States of the coos tan t and 1795, and the amendment is now found in the i
important dutiea enjoinedupon them by existing Revised 8'atufea in the following form:
laws. All app.opriations to provide for the perSection 788. The Marshalsand their deputies
formance of these Indispensableduties expire shall have in eaoh State, the same powers in ex-*to-day. Under the laws prohibiting pnbllo officers rnting the laws of the United Htates as Sheriff*and
from involving the Government In contract their deputies in such State may havo by law In
liabilities beyond the actual appropriations,it la executing the lawa thereof.
apparent that tbe means at the disposal of the exBy subeequent statutes additiohal dutiea havo
ecutive departmentfor executing the laws thiougk
been from time to time impoeed upon the Marthe tegular ministerialeffleera will, after to-day, be
shals and their deputies, the due and regular
left inadequate.The suspension o? necessary functions in the ordinary administration of tbe firstdu- performance of which are requiredfor the efficiency of almoet every branch of the public
ties of the Government for tbe shortestperiod is in
consistentwith the public inte re.-t . and at any mo- service. Without these officersthere would be
ment may prove inconsis ent with public safety.It no means of executing warrants, decrees, or
is impossible for me to look without grave concern
other processes of tho courts, aud the Judicial
on the state of things which leaves tho public service
system of the country would be fatally dethus unprovidedfor aud public interestthus unprotected,and I earnestly uive on your attention fective.
The criminal jurisdiction of tho court* of the
the necessityof mskiug immediateappropriations
United Htates is very extensive. Orimee comfor too m-ititenance of the serviceof M*nhals and
Deputy Marshalsfor the fiscal year which com- mitted within the maritime jurisdiction of the
mences
. Bk,£. Hayks.
United States are all cognizable only in tho
Junk 30, 1&79.
courts of the United Btatea. Crimes against
public justice; crimes against tho operations of
the Government, such as forging or counterCan I'ata Reason 1
feiting money or seenritiesof the United States;
Baron Yon Gleichen, a German dip* crimes against the Postal laws; offenses against
lomatist, used to toll a story of a favor* tho eleetive franchise;against the civil rights
of citizens; against the existence of the Govite cat as a proof that the feline race
ernment; crimes against tbe Internal Revenue
can think and draw practical conclusions. laws and Customs laws; crimes against the
The cat was very fond of looking in lawa for the protection of the Indians aud tho
mirrors hung against the walls, and public lands.
All of these crimes, and many others, can be
would gnaw at the frames, as if longing
punished only under the United States laws,
to know what was inside. She had, which, taken together, constitute a bjdy of juhowever, never seen the back side of a risprudencewhich is vital to the welfare of the*
mirror. One day the Baron placed a whole country, and which can be enforced only
by means of ’ tho Marshals and Deputy Marcheval-glass in tho middle of the room,
shals of the United titatee.
and the cat instantly took in the novelty
In tbe District of Columbia, all of the processes of the courts are executed by the officers
of the
/ m.
Placing herself in front, and seeing a iu question. In short{ the execution of the
SPECIAL MBSUa* WOlf'Mni PRK8IDK NT.

Employ a purely mechanical instruWaTer. when it 0< cCtnes steam, is ex- ment, where thtre will be.notliing to do
panded 1,700 times its original bulk.
but to cut a rope and let an ax fall.”
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Twenty-two hundred dollars was That the sale of narcotic jlrugs has of
the average price of the laws passed by late greatly increased there is little

^Written fot The Chicago Ledger.]

the Pennsylvania Legislature!and the reason to doubt, but it is rather to*the
people are wondering if they are worth hardness of the times than to any restraint in the sale of drink that the in-

the money paid.

creased

When, our trialH all are over.
And we Borrow never moret
Who will be the first to greet ub
When we reach the a«he^ side?
Will it be our own dear lofed ones
- A, Who have oltuMNi the tollingtide?

consumptionof opium by the

bn themew constitu- working classes is to be ittributeli
tion in California ^has juit been pub- Opium is cheaper 'than alcohol, and

The

official vote

new pence expended on the former will
constitutionwas 77,959, against 67,134; give more present es80 than 6 pennymajority in favor, 10,825; total vote, worth of the latter. Nor when first

lished. The vote in favor of the

1TTQrr

commenced does

its use

produce such

Know

Our Own in Heaven?
Will we know our own in heaven
a hen we croee that unaeen shore;

Wlll tVe

Oh. what comfort does it give ns,
Aa we muse upon it here!
For it must be they will meet us—
Those who are to us so dear;.
And the dread of death'sdark shadow

""T" •ally lesaeasMa a* seema,
f AadVre do not fef

;

the

•*

changing

?

* A^OTERNiiWW'tfomnriSBion,
'consisting dose of alcohol

Clarence King (Chief of the Geological

A WRITER in a New Toik magazine
Survey), and the Commissioner of the thirty-fiveyears ago says: “The history
General Land Office,will begin soon to of the'mbhthlies,for the last few years,

codify the laws relating to the public, forms a chapter by itself of American
lands of the United States. Some of progress. It is but a very short time
these gentlemen will visit the West and since the $1 a page of the North Ameriascertain the workings of the old law,

and learn what changes are necessary
to meet the requirements of the present

______

time.

this country, the arrow threatensto be-

come almost as much an implement of
al-

loaded. A gentleman in Maryland had his eye shot out
by an arrow, recently, because another
gentleman had no more sense than to

ways supposed

is,

not

him. If bows
and arrows are to have this effect, an
exchange remarks, papers now offering
point a strung arrow at

pistols for prizes will have to revise their

•

i

.

.(

Iowa.

______

Tho Despair oL

.

.

operation

\

Sever*! Btfttle Ct«flk school-teachincluding the Principal of the High
School, have resignedon account of a

ers,

reduction of pay.

The Orion SundaySchool Congress
open Tuesday, duly 22, at 2 p. m.,
and will, continue its sessions until

will,

Thursday, July 30.

The Beeoijid Michigan State Firemen's Tournament will be held under
the auspices of the State Associationat
Battle Creek, Sept. 3 and 4'.

Y. R. Canfield, agent for the Delaware,
Lackawannaand Wfctem Coal
a a ; PERSONALS.
Company,- has been' ’awarded the
Gen, Grant proposes to pass next contract Jfotfi supplying the-State with
coal for one year. Price, paid per ton,
winter in Florida.

Ever ready then to go
To our loved ones over there;
For to tuem we trust are given
i Crowns immortal, harps of golden,
And a restingplace in heaven.

Asaib,

is in successful

Midland.

$4.90.!
Mi

I , JlhtOi;
.

h.

-

John Colnon, agedd9, abar-tender on
the
steamer Saginaw* .wa* drowned in
Mnd.' Christian cy has ifcft Washingthe St. Clair river,, the, other day.
Colnon was on a raft oflpgs the steamer
t Hon. Edwards Pibrrbpont has gone
was towing, and fell into the Water. His
to England for a two-months’ visit.
,

the Skeptic.

The sad, pathetic and almost hopeless
cry
of Robert G. lugersoll over the
can Review was considered sufficient
grave of his brother has been widely
pay for articles by Edward Everett. read. It is eloquent with feeling, and
parents-' live in Detroit.
The old New York Mirror paid $500 a shows that his heart is tender and affec- • BriviVALTBTMoody will ‘taH hold of
1 The ^ repair shop of the Air Line
year for ‘PencilingsbytheWay’
(N‘. P. tionate, and one cannot btit sympathize beer-stained Cincinnati next October.
road has been removed to Rochester.
with a grief which is not soothed by
Alexander I. of Bulgaria failed to The narrow’^iuge railroad' from RochesWillis), the republicationof which has
any hope of a, reunion hereafter. He make a match with Queen Yictoria’s
.ter to Almont is notdead, but the organpaid the author $5,000. I think the
says, speaking of death : “ Whether in daughter.
ization is perfected aud soliciting aid
burst on authorland .of Grahatn’s and' mid-Sea or among the breakers of the
/The venerable George Lessard, of among the people is about to be com*
Godey’s liberal prices was like sunrise farther shore, a wreck must mark at last Montreal,aged 90, has just married his menced.
without a dawn. They began at once the end of each and all; and every life fourth wife.
• * will at its close become a tragedy Ex Minister Schenck, with his three A bubal “ raising bee ” is seldom inpaying their principal contributorsat
dulged in Without whisky to furnish the
as sad and deep and dark as can be
da ghters, is living in Washington and motive power. ’Twas thus at Riverdale
the rate of $12 a page— nearly thrice the woven of the warp and woof of mystery
giving regular receptions.
a few days ago, when at a barn-raising
amount paid by English magazines to and death.” And “Life is a narrow
Robert
Collyer
has gone to New the builder set out the whisky for his a*
the best writers, and paying it, too, on vale between the cold and barren peaks
of two eternities.We strive in vain to York, but the wickednessof that city sembled neighbors. Among those presthe receipt of the MSS., and not, as in
has got a tremendous start on him. A
ept was an Indian, wlo, of .course, got
look beyond the heights. We cry aloud,
London, on the publication of the and the only answer is the echo of our . Tfirf London Queen «ays 4hat*>the drunk and helpless. He was put out of
editor of the New York Herald is to the Way by being carried to a stable,
article." These prices have not been wailing cry.” 1 iiu u G m J iiyi 3
.

Archery having been popularized in

destructionas the gun which it is

i

A salt well
at

—President Jackson.

May we each one trust in Jesus,
While we falter here below:
Placing all our sins before Him,

ing of Prof. Powell, Thomas Donaldson,

to the greater? I accept all that; for,
under the gospel, from a sinner I become a saint, and from a saint I shall
be exalted above the angels, and shall
sit down with the Savior on His throne.
I believe in the urvivalof the fittest, for
the Christian shall survive “the wreck of
matter and the crash of worlds.” Does
he tell me that this evolution Aspenses
With li.e Creator ? d &y , hot so. r There
are many things which are claimed in
evolution to which I must give the verdict of the Scotch juipr, ‘Not proven.”
Yet, wqre I to admit them all, they
would not affect my faith in the wisdom
and skill and power of the great Father.

1

where he wallowed about

until

he smoth-

This, then, is the despairingmoan of hunt the tiger in Bengal next winter.
maintained.Six dollars a page would
one
of the brightest infidels of our I Clara Johnson, colored centenar- ered himself.
now be an unusually high price. The
Crop reports from the entire State
country — of one who is doing more to ian, died in tipring Garden, PittsylAccording to the estimates of the leadihg magazines, however, with the destroy faith in God and immortality vania county, Va., a few days ago. She I are published in the Detroit Post and
I Tribune, of a late date. Several reRailway World, 400,000 persons are exception of the Atlantic Monthly, pay than any other 1 How striking the con • was ill years old.
on
the acceptance of the MSS., but in trast between such a “ wreck,” as IngerThe will of the late Rear Admiral ports indicate that the harvest will not
employed on the railroads in this counquite equal that of one year since, but
some cases it is scarcely safe for a con- soll calls it, and the joyous, hopeful Gordon leaves an estate of several huntry, and five times that many depend
it must be remembered that the latter
death of a Christian.
dred thousand dollars to near relatives,
was an extraordinaryone. Hence such
upon the roads for support. It is also tributor to accept these terms, as the
I have lately been reading an account besides legacies to several religions and
amount of print it will make may be of the last hours of Sir Walter Scott.
statements are equivalent to an estiestimated that between $300,000,000 and
charitable institutions.
mate of a fuT average crop. With these
underestimated.
The
leading English As death approached this great and
$400,000,000 are annually paid to emThe coffin of the late Baron Lionel few exceptions, a classification of rehealthy-minded
Scotchman,
he
asked
magazines pay from $4 to $7.50 a
de Rothschild was of lead, in a case of ports, according to the best that can be
ployes and to persons who furnish the
page. Blackwood and London So- Lockhart to read to him.
fine elm with a plain black cloth cover- made, furnishes the following estimates :
companies 'with supplies of various
“ What shall I read? ” said Lockhart.
ing. In accordance with Jewish cusciety are exceptionallygood pay. The
JF/teaf— About thirty of the reports
“Need you ask?” said Sir Walter.
kinds. Fifty years ago there was not a
Quarterly and EdiwOurp/ipay ordinary “ There is but one book.” And the tom it bore no inscription.
indicate a full average 01 better,
public railroad in the United States,
We infer that the other pedestrians while between fifty and sixty report
contributors£1 Is. a page, but some- words that have comforted the dying
and the enormous business indicatedin
took no interest in the clean pair of heels that the crop is excellent, never better,
and
soothed
the living for 1,800 years
times raise these rates 50 per cent.
which Weston showed them, and that etc. Not fc lew are confident that th«
these figures is the outgrowth of less
fell gratefully upon his ear
they would have been much more yield will be fully equal to that of tht
• “ Let not your heart be troubled. In
than half a century in the country’s exgratified
with any other sort of exhibi- unprecedentedharvest of 1878, while
HOME DECORATIONS.
my Father’s house are many mansions.
istence.
tion.
in some instances it is placed at even a
I go to prepare a place for you.”
Ex-Senator Alcorn, of Mississippi, higher estimate. Only in a very few
.Cretonne lambrequins are much fes“
Lockhart,”
were
the
last
words
of
The recent naval engagement in tooned and edged with ball fringe ; they
has promised to help his colored la- localities are * the insects doing
Scott; “ Lockhart, I have but a moment
South American waters was not an affair are put above muslin or striped lace
to speak to you; my ddar, be a good borers to reach Kansas after the work of any injury, and the latter does
of which tho Peruvianshave cause to curtains; there are also Irish plain linen man; be virtuous, be religious 1 Noth- the season is over, provided they fulfill not seem to be aerions or extended.
boast. Two of their iron-clads attacked and damask draperies for windows where ing else will give you any comfort when their contracts now, and wish to go The most unfavorable returns are from
when the time comes.
Oakland county and a few adjhcent loyou cpme to lie here."
three little wooden vessels of the Chilian cottage furniture is used.
Flasks of arabesqued pottery, containAmos Pendleton is the name of an calities in the eastern part of tne State.
Ingersoll sadly says over the remains
navy in the harbor of Iquiqui. One of ing ambergris, which the passion of
of his beloved brother: “We cry aged hermit of Grape island, in Boston The reports very generally made of
the wooden crafts was rammed to the Oriental notions has revived, are in high
aloud, and the pnly answer is the echo harbor. He was an ex-slaver, and be- large and well-filledheads should be
bottom with a loss of 110 souls. The favor. Others, of glass, very fragile, are of our wailing cry ; ” and, speaking of cause William Lloyd Garrison helped considered.* Rarely, if ever before, has
other two escaped, and one of them, in favorite mantel ornaments, though they his dead brother, he says: “He climbed to break up his trade rejoices at this this condition of the wheat crop been
seem out of place there.
so marked and general throughout the
the heights, and left superstitionfar late day that the Abolitionist is dead.
its flight, lured an iron-clad to destruc-

premium

lists

and substitute the bow.

'

•

.

:
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The

tion on a reef.

With a

newest design in jewel safes is

little practice

below.”

about four feet high and three feet
If such are the results of “ climbing
the South American beligerents may broad, made of iron or brass— the first the heights;” if to climb is only to
imitate the gallant sea fights which made inlaid with pearls and so heavy one per- look into the black gult of despair, to
son could scarcely lift it. The brass hear over the grave only the “ echoes
so glorious the going out of the eightsafes have a florid ornamentation of flat
of our wailing cry,” who would not
teenth and the coming in of the nine- vases or shield-work.
rather stay in the warm valley of faith
teenth centuries.
The latest side-boardsare of Queen and hope?
Anne design, but various styles are used
I would kindly ask Ingersoll, Are not
for plain dining-rooms.For these are
faith and hope better than doubt and
Mrs. Polk, the venerable relict of the
small English side-boardsof ash or wal- despair? And, if so, why make it your
ex-President,is in favor of removing nut, with grooved places on top, shelves
life’s. mission to ridicule, satirize, and
the dust of the Presidents for sepulchre for holding china, side shelves and a destroy the faith and hope of the
in Washington. She says: “Of all the closet for silver.
thousands who find in their religion the
Shades are placed next the street,in only refuge from the sufferings and
Presidents now dead, how many are
bay windows. White Holland are the
under monuments suitable for the ones preferred,and over them Irish sorrows of this life? Why labor to
make your brother of humanity believe
memory of the great offices they held ? linen drapery curtains are suspended by
that he is but
The pilgrim of » day?
Where is Monroe’s? Jefferson’s?Yes, rirgs over a rod of wood or gilt. These

Mr. Alvan Clark, of Cambridge, titate. In not a sing'e instance is there
Maes., the telesc< pe-maker, is now 76 an exception to that feature of the
years old, and still full of energy and
skill. For forty years Mr. Clark was a
portrait painter, and earned $30,000 by
his art before he began his telescope
experiments.

Mrs. Lydia Maria Child, the

au-

thoress and anti-slavery agitatoyis'mow
77 vears old, and lives at her old
in

home

Wayland, Mass. In the coarse of a

recent conversationwith a writ

_

__

Boston Herald she spoke of Garrison
as a firm believer in Spiritualism.

•

growing crop, while in several instances
special mention is made of a better
quality of wheat over that of one year
since. This latter prospect we have
had confirmed through other sources.
For that reason, we look for an improved grade of wheat from the present
crop over that harvested in 1878, providing the weather continues favorable
until the crop is secured. Tha month
of June thus far seems to have brought
eVery iiiBuenoe favorable for the
mWrifig of the wheat crop. In no

The people of Dublin are disgusted particular could any improvement be
to find that the statue of Tom Moore, desired. A continuance of the same
recently dedicated there, is of zinc in- will set the reapers at work in this
stead of bronze, and when it was newly State by the second week in July, and
painted several cracks were found in insure a crop better in quality and nearcurtains have borders and heavy fringes Spouse of the worm and brother of the day.
Jefferson’s is in such a state of decay
brail aa the leaf in autumn1* yeUow bower,
the head through which the rain had ly if not quite as large as that of 1878.
of the same fabric.
Dust in the wind, or dew upon the flower?
and neglect. Until George Washington's
beaten, filling the statue about half full
Mahogany is the most fashionable wood
Coni— The outlook for corn is cerA child without * Blre,
remains were removed to Mount Yemon for dining-rooms,but walnut and oak
of water.
tainly unfavorable.A cold, backward
Whose mortal life »nd transitoryfire
John Watts, a noted gambler, died spring, aided by the cut-worm, has maand an ssociation formed, his tomb was are also used. The chairs are in square Light to the grave hi* chance-createdform,
a few days ago in Philadelphia. He terially injured the prospect for this
designs, upholstered with stamped A* ocean wrecka Illuminate the storm.
much neglected. And, if the grave of
was a man of great importanceaboard cereal. An average yield cannot now
And then
leather or plush, or else with cane seats.
the Father of His Country was allowed The buffets have panelings of carved To night and silencesink forevermore
the Mississippi steamers in the old be anticipated. A warm July and Auto go to ruin, how can we expect that ivory, and some are completely paneled
times, and his gambling exploits are gust. however, would do much.
If these
The pompous teachingsye proclaim. still recounted. Although a heavy
others will be cared for? Mount Ver- in glass, underpainted with animals’
Oats arid Barley -0*\s promise a
Lights of the world snd demi gods of fame,
player and clever swindler, he saved no good harvest, and the returns relative
non is only kept up now by the efforts heads and oak leaves.
The laurel wreath that murdererrears,
money. His last words were: “I’ll bet to barley ard generally favorable.
Raw silk and silk plushes in stamped Blood nursed and watered by the widow’stears,
of a few women.”
$10 that I get well.”
patterns,and also woven in quaint Seems not so foul, so tainted,and so dread,
Potatoes— The crop now bids fair to be
as the deadly nightshade round the skeptic’shead.
Yakoob Kahn, the Afghan ruler, has one of the largest ever raired in Michshades of olive, peacock blue, maroon,
Infidelity is, indeed, the “deadly
The congress held a Paris with dull red, old gold and black and gold is nightshade,"deadly alike to happiness a decidedlyaristocraticappearance.He igan.
much used for furniture coverings. Jute
is of middle height, straight, and wellF-Yufte— Apples will be a light yield,
reference to the projected ship canal
and to virtue. There are exceptions built. His complexion is that of an
is less expensive,but does not wear so
but
this is the off year in this State for
through the Isthmus of Panama, de- well, though it is much used for cur- like Ingersoll, who have inheritedfrom Italian,his features being of the usual
that product Peaches and small fruit
cided in favor of a level canal from tains, as it is tasteful, hangs gracefully their Christian ancestors natures so coarsely aquiline Afghan type. His exof ail
generous that their sturdy virtues have
pression is somewhat htern and cqre-

.

1

Panama

to the Gulf of

appears that the

Limon;andit and

cost of this would

comes in effective patterns.

be

John Watts, an

resisted the deadly influence.
wdrn, but indicatescharactertod resoBut every blow this modern apostle lution. His beard is short, crisp, and
old-time Missis- of infidelity strikes against Christian-

Effectsof Perfume of flowers or Health.

Contrary to the popular belief, it has
died at Philadelphia a ity is.ia blow in favor of vice and im- black, pejately rodeiutbihe British been recently found by an Italian provery large sum to invest in such an enCamp, dressed in an AYghaucloak of the fessor that tine vegetable perfumes exa few days ago, aged 74 years. Every morality. To the young man whose
finest material, made with evident
terprise, when, in the course of the one who traveled on the Mississippi
ercise a positively beneficial influence
faith Ingersoll,by his wit and elo
ation to a becoi
becoming fit.
i
next few years, there will be not fswer twenty or thirty years ago will remem- quence, has shaken, I would say, listen attention
on the atmosphere, by bonveniug the
.fy .....
oxygen of the air into that powerful
than three competing lines of railway ber him as the leading poker-player on to his cry of despair over his dead
Seating the Subscribers.
the boats. In ante-bellum days, when brother, and compare it with the Chrisoxydizing, and, therefore, purifving
across North America. Without enterThe late Dr. Belwyn, Bishop of Litch agent, ozones The essences found by
cabins were given up to card-parties,
ing upon engineering questions, it is and thousands changed hands in a sin- tian’s triumphant death and joyous field, was formerly a missionary Bishop
hope, and choose the truth.— Isaac AT. in New Zealand, where he did much him to produce the most ozone are prewell to bear in mind that the Suez gle evening,Watts was cool and unexciselyrthoee has selected .as
Arnold.
hard and beneficial work in Christianiztbe most invigorating, suqh. as cherry,
nnnal was constructedby forced labor, citable,and in the days when pistols
Not Proven.
ing the natives of that island. An laurel, doves, lavender, mint, juniper,
and
bowie-knives
proved
trumps
he
that no forced labor is to be obtained
I cap accord to the scientistnearly all anecdote shows the good sense and
could play them well. He patronized
lemon, fennel and bergamot, several of
in this case, and that the inhabitantsof
a London tailor exclusively,and was he caft clayn without in the slightest de- pleasant wjt w)iich distinguished him. which are ingredientsin the refreshing
the isthmus are by no means given to alWays dressed with scrupulouselegance. gree affecting the foundations of my The scene. is laid at the Church of tit. eau de Cologne. Anise, nutmeg, thyme,
Paul, Auckland :
narcissus and hyacinth flowers, mignonLard work, even when tempted by high Although a gambler, he professedto be faith. J^oes be tell me this universe
Before this church was consecrated,a
a man of honor, and never allowed his was created millions of years ago? I
ette, heliotropeand lilies of the valley
rates of pay.
honor to be questioned.His Waterloo donot deny it, for my Bible tells me it discussionarose as to the allotment of also develop ozone; in fact, dl flowers
was the great race between the Robert “was in the beginning,”which may haye seats. A man who bad given a large possessing a perfume appear to do so,
A statement, says the London Lan- E. Lee and the Natchez, from New been long before the millions of ages sum suggestedthat those who had whereas those havihg none do not.
which he claims. Poes he tell me that given most should * have priority of This interesting intelligence will be
cet, has lately been made to the effect Orleans to tit Louis, on which he
staked every cent he had— some $20,- the laws whieh are in operation to- choice. To the surprise of all, the gratifying to aU,.especially to lovers of
that, during the last two years, the con000c He then went East, and has since day have been in ^operation for Bishop seemed to assent, but added
Hower4, and the cultivationof these
“How are we to find that out?”
sumption of opium by the working lived with a son, whom he educated millions of years? I admit it; and only
lovely disinfectants of nature should be
“No difficulty,” said the donor; promoted in dl marshy and foul places.
classes in England has considerably, in
abroad in the best schools, and who is add, that the great Lawgiver existed be“there’s the subocriptionlist.”
fore
these
laws.
Does
he
tell
me
of
the
—Cassell’s ( Lon don j Magatine.
•creased, and an explanation has been now a leading physician in Philadel“Very true,” fcaid the Bishop, “bu
boundlessness of space, of the infini*
advanced that the increased consumpThe Empress of Germany entertains
tude of worlds ? I rejoice the more, for you know that we have read of a poor
a bitter disbke to Bismarck. At the rewidow
who
gave
only
two
mites,
aud
tion has been induced by the restricall
are
the
work
of
my
Father’s
hand.
A fierce bulldog at Meriden, Ct.,
cent golden wedding she declined to
tion of the sales of intoxicatingliquors tried to fight his reflection in a mirror, Does he tell me that the laws of evolu- the highest authority tells us that she
shake hands with him.
gave
more
than
they
all.”
tion show a development from the. less
by the early closing of public houses. at a cost of $200 to his owner.

little

short of $250,000,000. This is a

sippi gambler,

^

'

;

'

:

phia.

-

M

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

A

WEEK

yonroirn town, and no capiYou cau give the buainesa a

in

tal riakcd.
trial without

expense. The best opportunever offered those willing to work. You
should try nothing else until yon see for yourself
what you can do at the business wo offer. No room
to explainhere. You can devottf alt yonr time
or only yonrsparetime to the business, and make
great pay for every hour that you work. Women
make as much as men. Send for special private
terms and particular!,which we mall free. $5
Outfit free. Don’t complain of hard tlmea while
you have such a chance. Address H. HALLBTT
4 CO., Portland,
19-Ty

FOR BARGAINS

ity

Saturday, July *5, 1879.
For

Holland City Newt.

the

GORBESPONDBHOB.
Fort Plain, N.
As

Y., June

this is the customary season for

“Summer Rambles,”

QO TO

Maine.

1879.

23.

by whatever name those who are jaunting

you

choose to call their lucubrations,

,.

will

The best and cheapest place

perhaps grant me an occasional corner In
your paper
and

see in

on recofd what I hear
way 1 qan

to put

my

travels. In this

FURNITURE
In the city of Holland, ts at the BRICK

STORE

while away a stray hour now and then and
at the

same time keep my friends in Hol-

land posted as to

my movements.

the Pittsburg, Fort

K

Wayne and

500 pieces of fast colored prints at 6c.

CARPETS,

mountains,and

descendingto f^arrisburgh— the complete

pm,

era, mow-WAM,

. Suffice it to say,, the whole line I have the most completeline of Undertaking
material! from the cheapest colttn to the ctUbraUu
from Hut Wayne to New York, 764 miles, metal tdf-eeahng casket, on hand.
is a marvel of engineeringskill in con*
struction and of successful business manCall and see my goods, fio
trouble

od

the

to

in al) grades

my face toward the classic shades of old
Rutgers. The commencement exercises
occupied the week from the eleventh to

snow goods.

The speeches of

the graduates were creditable in mailer

and manner, but In no wise
me s»y

let

your ear,

in

It

Hope College. . The

to the

25c

A. L.

HOLMES,

W. F. HAH

It

offer tbe best value In $2.00

College grounds,are

commodious. The

city

at

and prices from 25c

America-New York
the limited time at my disposal,

to the metropolis of

leisure only for a ride on the elevated

selling

remain onr dpeefalty.

Will

Mich., MarclUst, 1379. AVtf

Grand Haven,

KANSAS.

#

'

y

’

down upon

.

pleted and running to Harlem; the Metroside of the city

Monday to

.

Another Step^Fonvard

!

!

fin-

is

its

chief attractions, the

American Museum

of Natural History in

;

AT

THE

Hardware Store
- -

OF

-

--

ing is a fine four-story red brick with
white marble trimmings and contains

WM.

THE

departments of Natural History. The
by 60

feet, is de-

voted to Mammals, including a very
collection

of shells. Tlie second

SUPERPHOSPHATE
OR BONE BLACK

PEHTILIZEH.

third floor are the fossils, including

ancient cities in Central America and
other curiosities illustrative of

Arche-

ALSO THE

ti'

specimens of Peruvian pottery, models of

LUU-B

~

WOMEN
AND

Champion Drill

Libraries.'

the

rusticatingat this

Call and see

town of 2,500 souls in .the valley of
' t i •; :•

little

Mohawk.

“.

Yours, eW:.,

Forks,

the Patent Hay

and

numberless

>

"

other articles, useful
;

. r

•r-i/;

29-ly

_

WM.

A

U, MELIS.

MONTH

I

.yt

up. One

i

Every druggist in Rochester sells them,
and the physicians prescribe tbefn”.- Roch-

Evening Express on Hop

.

;

HEW FIRM!

no

New

new Harris &
Lamp. They give protec-

.

For the small sum they
better

Bitlers.

cost there is

investmentthan the

Bmith, Safety

tion against the feartul consequences of

lamp accidentsof every nature
are so liable to

happen with the

common

lamp.

Additional f oral.

.-u,

Boot
, Hr

tohich

7

-

Stock !

- .

: I

New Store!

& Kramer.
T

.

•

UiK "

i

We respectfullyInvite the attention of onr citl
sens to the stock of goods which w« have opened
6ne door east of E. Van der Veen’s hardwarestore,
and thd prises for which we offer them.

Teas, Coffees, sugars, Spices,

Fresh Strawberries can bo had every day
Van Pullen & Sons’ Grocery store,
on River
18-tf
at G.

,:;/*

,

Laundry and

street.

Soaps,

etc

,

Toilet,
etc.

Our 40 cent Tea ts called A No. 1 for the price by

expert Judges. Fine Candles, Tobaccos and
Cigars, Toys, Notions, Flower Pols, Hanging

^dowtiomentss.

rpHJJ

nndeiulgncd with to Inform their patrons
JL that thetr three beautiful etalllone can be
found in this cltr foe the remainderof the eeaa. n.

-

SMITH & 8THOOVENJAN8.

Holland, July 3rd,

1879.

SMw

Give ns a trial and you will be pleased with
goods and Prices. *

No

trouble to

Show

Goods.

BOOT & KRAMER.
Holland, Mich., June

& A. Steketee
Monday Mominy

A

assortment of

Cate

iaalllhspriadpalCota,

T\EFAULT

having been made in the conditions A completeline of New Dress Goods, Black Silks
certain mortgage,(whereby the power
a full line of Alnaccas. endless variety of calitherein containedto sell has become operative),
coes, ginghams.Joronets, lawns,' etc.
Fluor Albts
executedby Johan FroderichHummel, of Holland
City, Ottawa county, Michigan,to Jan Knol, of the
. - , r-'T-Twm*'*
O r IV in T
Hosiery from the cheapest sock lo finest
'I!ii« uiiM-c, so i re-ale ut biik-ih ft-ui uTJiii IiiT
same plac«, hearing date the twentiethday of
inilc/stowl !>/ p«yt|riati<. h« (ruin u|>iuithe »y»V>iui)
February. A. D. one thousand eig t hundred and Lyal thread stockings.
u t\xre<»ive ntid OiliJliUtiiig.
timt yiir A|iiejirnn wniia-ti
seventy-eight, and recorded in the office of the
are mpidijr Wx-aiiil.tg
a -nu t of liiwINfu.* Untnnbh-ol
Register of Deeds for the County of Ottawa, in the
oRipriiu.oretijoiinjjlife'xjili*
life*.
complete nwortmeut of bed ticking,
1 ri*r Ilnrru \ ngtiml !"tf«tir<Vi tn-u ill |>«rtiire In Tnnlirli'o. State of Michigan, on the twenty fifth day of Feb
A tbi>ruii-M|i.r<.-uiiiiiiuyptnte txiiiiuent. Applieddirertl'.- ruary A. D. one thousandeight hundred and
sheeting, quilting calicoes,live geese
-nt <'f Hie (!i»va«i'.mid iU>>i*cij(c
iiitlm hit exi rti d
featliers, etc., etc.
an imtoirllu|-i
anotliing oml KitoriUvc seventy-eight,in liber number 11 of mortgages, on
cU'n-i. Tin- Hiiplii iiti.in of tin* mnHy is nttriiUH * ith no
page 31, upon which idortgnge there Is claimed to
p'lin
nixl doea not intf+U tv i» illith.' or
be due at the date ol this notice the sum oi one A full line of Boots. Shoes, bHppers.Ladies Gaiilni.i.-vpiirxiiita an,| p insiin-s of life. < irnilor’ *ir •put in
hundred and fifty-twodollara and fifty-two cents,
ters, Ladles Boots, etc., etc'.
p-Tii-flvplsin envein|ni, •eriip.-lv et-dlrtftioin Ob«e:latinn,
and no suit or proceeding at law, or in equity, havjnjl r im-dv put up iuiiMtl |il«ih boxes tliree
ing been institutedto recover the debt secured by
I 11 i! irrtii.usi-niilr. No. , eunuch to Ifllt# UiOtltll.i
45! No 2,(eitnt|2lMolMUR’oiMiMtlis).|8:No
8. •<*•11- if
said mortgage, or anv part thereof, (the said power A fresh stock of Groceries, including our
tiin-« m-iiitli*. mui niiiu e for cure, exceptingIn rl runic
of sale having become operative by reason of the
Celebrated 40 cent Tea.
-t .110. With faoli box wa rend a Female Pjriuae
default of said Johan Friedertr.h Hummel i.i ivu
a-'d *onie Tonic Pi)|s,(<tuxilierb • to the rcni'ilv.
•• "tulMempf —
>•
.•!._»
payin';the Interestduo ou said mortca.e. und ihc
«*f R'lneily,
said Jan Knoi having elected to consider the whole
(iVipficnt-on.j
amount of sa d principal and Interest of said
ilo'iltiineiifti
mortgage to be due and payable, Immediately,
iug a thorougUIr practicaltnallseouililldiieate »
after the lapse of thirty days alter said default,
Prof. Ilirrlx* VnshielPritllleican be obteined oulr from
provided for in said mortg ige. said thirty dav • havall kinds— also Reid’s Flower Seeds.
CO.MF'G.CHEMISTS. ing elupaed prior to said election and to tho date of
this notice) ; Noticeis. therefore, hereb'i ffiren that on
Market and 8th
8T. LOUIS. MO.
II

of

a

A

to

»

I.ru

J

(

SALT BY THE POUND OR BARREL.

GARDEN SEEDS

1

Monday, the Eighth day
A. D. 1879,

21, 1879.

at

of

Septomber

PROVERBS.
“The Richest Blood, Sweetest Breath
and Fairest Skin in Hop Bitters.”
"A littleHop Bitters saves big doctor
bills and long sickness.”
“That invalid wife, •mother, sister or
child can he made the picture of health
with Hop Bitters.”
' “When worn down and ready to take
your bed, Hop Bitters is what you

one o’clock in the afternoon of

fever, want of
sleep and weakness,calls for Hop Bilo

,

,

ax*:d»’

BURR STONF

lers.”

Hop O-rngh Cura an! Pain Belief is
Pleasant, Sure and Cheap.

m

Doesburg.

lost,

m mm

& A. STEKETEE.
26, 1870.

will be foreclosed by n sale at public auction (or
vendue) of the premises described In said mortgage. or so much thereofas may be necessary to "V’OTICE is hereby given that default has been
satisfy the amount due on said mortgage, for prin- 11 . made In the conditions of a certain mortgage
cipal and interest, and legal costs, together with made and executed by Ira A. Livingston and
an attorney’s fee of twenty five dollarscovenanted Thomas Knowles of Ottawa County, Michigan, of
for therein; that is to say. the following piece* or tho first part, to James Charles, lateof Kent Counparcels of land (together with the tenements,her ty, Michigan,now deceased, of the second part,
editamentaand appurtenancesthereuntobelong- hearing date the sixteenth day of July,
1873.
ing) situated lu the City of Holland,County of and received for record in the office of the Register
Ottawa, and State of Michigan ui.d partinilaily of Deeds tf Ottawa County, Michigan,on the
described, as: Lot numbered three, and that purt of twenty-fifthday of tebruary. A. D. 1874, at eigi.t
lot numbered two which is bounded on tbe north, o’clock in the forenoonand there recorded In liber
south, and west sides by the north, south find west number 3 of mortgageson page 28. Tl ut Olive u.
lines of said lot utid is hounded on the east aide by Gabbard, formerly Olive O. Charles, and widow of
a line running parallel with the west line thereof, said Janies Charles, deceased, is now the holder
and ten feet east from it. All In Block F of the and owner of said mortgage,If having been turned
West Addition to -Hid city of Holland, according over to her by the Judge of Probate of Kent Counto the recorded map thereof.
tv, Michigan, uijdcr the provisions of chapter 15b
Dated, .May 31st, A. D. 1879.
oT the Compiled Latwsof the Btateof Michigan
JAN KNOL, Mortonqee.
of 1871, said Jaiqcs Charles leavingno children,
1 J. C. Posts.Attorneyfor Mortgagee.i7-13w and the resldne of his personal estate Iml.ioltig
said mortgage, no’ exceedingthe sum of one thousand dollars, ns appears by the records, flic- find
inventories relatli.g to said s-fate in the offiefcof
the said Judge of Probate. Thai ou said mortgage

IFIXCHBC

Hop Bitters.”
"That low, nervous

mim:

P.

Holland, April

A.

“Don’t physic and physic, for it weakens and destroys, but take Hop Bitters,
that build up continually.” “Physicians of all schools me and
recommend Hop Riiters. Test them.”
“Health is beauty and joy— Hop Hitlers gives health and beauty.”
“Tbcre are more cures made with
Hop Bittersthan all other- medicines.”
“When the brain is wearied, the

J. O.

Call for anything vou don’t see.

Mortgage Sale.

i

For Sale by

Oranges, Lemons, Nuts, Candies, Etc

said day. nt the front door of the Ottawa County
Circuit Court House, in the city of Grand Haven,
in said county of Ottawa, (said court house being
the buildingIn wliich the circuit court for the
county of Ottawa is held.) by virtue of the power
of sale in said mortgage contained, said mortgage

:

£m\
IsiJari
...

Junt pnbllahed.a new ortltloa of
SB. CUimWSLL’8CBLIBEATED SSSAYon the ra'/tojlcwnt without mudidue) of Spermatorrhea«r «temliml
Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impotency, Mental and PhysicalIncapacity, Trapedimenta to Marriage, etc,; also; Consumption, Epilcpsy and Fits induced by self-indulgence or sexual
extravagance, 4c.
The celebrated author, In this admirableEssay,
clearlydemonstrates, /rom a thirty vears’successful practice, that the alarming consequences of
self-abuse may be radicallycured without the danA
gerous use of interna) medicineor the application
of the knife, pointing ont a mode of cure at once
simple,certain and effectual, by means of which
everysnfferer.nomatter what his condition may
be, may enre himself cheaply, privately and radi-

Ready lor

bervtco.

SRIST and

:

Open

tor

Dress.

FEED MILLS

and tho note accompanyingthe same there is
claimed to be due for priucipa’ ami Interest,at
this date, the sum of two hundred and fifty-nine
dollarsand seventy-twocerts, and also the sqm of
fifty dollars, the attorneyfee provided lor In said
mortgage in case of foreclosure,,, That uo suit or
proceeding at law or In equity has been Instituted
for tho recovery of said debt or -any portion thereof. That bjr virtue of the power ol sale in said
mortgage contained and the Btatntclnsuch case
made and provided said mortgage will lie foreclosed by a Srile of the land describedtherein to
satisfy said mortgage debt and Interestthereon at
tho rate of seven per cent, per annum, and said attorney foe and costs of sale, at public auction or
vendue to the highest bidder on Tuesday, ‘the

of July, A. X). 1879,
ten o’clockIn the forenoon, at the front door of
tbe Circnit Court house in the City of Grand Haven, In the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, that being tho place of holding the Circuit
Court for said County. Said premises are described
Save 50 per cent, by grinding feed.
in said mortgage as all that certain piece or parcel
of land altuate,lying and being In Ottawa County
SHALL CUSTOM HILL IN EVERY VILLAGE and State of Mlchluau and described aa the southwest quarter of tne northeastquarter of section
AND TOWN.
six (6), town seven \1) north, ol range fourteen (14)
west, containing forty (40) acres be the same more
WHAT TlfEY SAT OF THEM.
or less. Also all that portion of the north part of
the southeastquarter of the northeast quarter as
Cedar Falls, Iowa, March, 1877.
tally.
may be contained within the limits described as
fAT This Lecture shonld be in the hands ef SM clean profltdallywith our frlnch mill. Only follows: commencingat the nn”h^®ftncr°™”I!
4-horse power.
J. W. STOWE.
every youth and every man In tho land.
the south' ast quarter of the northeastqcarter ef
Sent free under seal, In a plain envelope, to any
City Grain Elevator, Dayton.O., Dec. 14, tie. aald section six ifi), thence east along the north
address,
Yonr fO-tnch mill “beats’’ our 4 foot stone on line of said southeast quarter of northeast
Address the
19-iy
quarter to tho Grand Haven or River road : thence
eitherwheat, meal or
J. DURST, Prop.
huo
*i— center line of said road
Danville, R. R. EJev. Chicago. Jan. 25. 18T7.
Thi
HEDICAL
We average a tofa of ratal perhouron our 24-Inch
il Au8t., VmrTork; Post OQeeBox.ifiM. •tsne. Has run four years. Verv satisfactory.

WARRANTED BEST AND CHEAPEST

Twenty-ninth day
at

Farmees and Stock Men

«

Publishers,

mffELl

u fo.ixr) a year,

feed.

.

CL

or

to

.

liillip

EDWARDS 4 00.
Champaign. III.,March flth, 1878. said west Hue to the placeof beginning, Mng two
60 bushels per hour on a 30-lneh mill, an "Old acres more or less, accordingto ihe United States
aarrey— togetherwith the tenements, hereditaMiller’’ talks.
F. B. SACK BTI
ments and appurtenancesthereuntobelonging or
Millerfor T. Doty 4
V

.

5*1 a

as well as men.. M
the amount sti
above. No one can fall to make money fast, ,
one can do the work. Yon can make fromM

Women do

jVVVmake mors than

Baskets in great variety.

ALL 0HE'A(P FOdt CASH.
Notice to Farmers.

YOUR TIME TO GO TO

18

l-26w

LEUC0RRHEA,

use

guaranteed. $18 a day at
III home made by the Industrlotts.iCapital
not
required;
we will start yon. Men,
cine, with curative properties of the highwomen, boys and girls make money faster
est degree, containing no poisonousdrugs. at work for us than at anythlrtg else. Tho work is
and plesaant,and such as anyone can go right
They do not tear down, an already; debili- light
at. Thoac who are wise who see this notice will
tated system, but build it
bottle send us their addresses at once and see for themselves.Costly outfit and terma free. . Now Is the
contains more hops, that is, more real1 hop time. Tho-e already at work are laying up large
strength, than a barrel of ordinary beer. sum* of money. AddressTRUE & CO., Acosta,
r ib-1t
\

NOW

Mortgage Sale.

nerves unstrung, the muscles weak,

and necessary.

.

Not A Bevorag*. "
“They are not a beverage,but a medi- (HO A A A

ester

Corn, Oats and Potatoes, wanted.

*'

*

need. ”

Which will now sow grain and the fertilizer nt
floor contains tlie the same time. This cheap method of ferti.iziug
has but recently been Introduced in this locality,
•
as Is giving very good satisfaction.
York, our trip' turned north-

now

Eastern Salt at $1.25. Lath and Shingles,
always on hand.

The advertiser,having been permanently cared
of that dread disease, Consumption, by a simple
remedy,is anxious to make known to his fellowsufferersthe means of cure. To all who desire It,
next,
he will send a copy of the prescription used, (free
of charge.) with the directions for preparingand And see the finest opening ol Hprlng and Summer
using tne same, which thtw will nnd a suic cure
Goode; amoog them the finest line of Shawls
for Consumption, Asthma, Bronchitis, 4c.
feVer brought to this city.
Parties wishing the prescription, will please
address,
beautiful
tableE. A. WILSON. 191 Penn 8t..
Wllllamsburgh,N. Y.
cloths, ttible-linen, toweling, etc.

Maidens
OAM.KD

.

ology. The highest

are

selling W'hite Lime at $1.00 per Barrel.

On

C. MELIS,

floor

the continents of which they are natives.

From New
ward and we

still

8U.

TWE HOMESTEAD

fine

contains the birds arranged according to

On the

and Mackeral. I am

Salt white fish, Trout

F.

PASTIL I.F

]’ of II irri*, After u>nv y-nra vi’ V'iiy ni ed by ti, mleal rrWareh an! taptlmwirt.
togMlifr with viptriMice
cainr-lnnhetmtmnitofoIfirjjonuiiibn ol can-i under
his re re, mi at lost moer-Hl*! iiw-imlin-muJlngtiiilTh aLMi.Mx.DV lor t^e Kour^e »o »iiumun unoug

can now be purchased

iiimerous collectionsillustratingdifferent

floor, 170

'Sugars, Coffees, Spices, Gaudies and

HARRIS REMEDY

Manhattan Square, 79th street. The build-

ground

of

Clears.

^

..

104lh

street. After riding through Central P«rkt

first or

keep the

«

j’ ’ V . ]
f
,
S.OM.OOO.OOOacres of land" for sale by the A tchl
son. Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad located in
the moving, crowds iLk* tangle of ‘busses Southern Kansas,—the garden of the continent.
For Informationin regird to these lauds; and how
and street oars, and . you will have some to reach them tall bn or address
J. C. POST.
idea of this very convenient “institution.”
Agent for Ottawa County. Mich.
On the East river side, the road is com-

the air, looking in At people's second story

of

66c per

to

TO CONSUMPTIVES.

•

HOLMES & CO.

A. L.

Fancy youself gliding along noiselessly at

visited one

still

Holland, Michigan-

.'Ifi

Quality uf work guttruntewl, and repairing
done do short notice.

the rite of a mile a minute or more thro*

I

In my Grocery DepartmentI

Ready made Clothing cheaper

Mich.

railway, and a flying visit to Central Park.

ished and was opened last

goods marked in plain figures and war-

ranted Just as represented.

to 90c per yard.

have also 60 pairs Ladies’ Serge Shoes

GIKM

- -

Grand Haven,

came next “in the order of my going”

West

All

Eighth Street,

No. 74 Washington street,

Custom Made, Goods

Bcmlnary.

politan on the

assortment

line

I

Slippers, Ete. Etc.

{

if so inclined, and

a flue

variety. Ladies’ iloisery from 5c up

I am

SOOTS & SHOES,

Having but recentlyformed our co-partnerehlp,
we wish to infoim onr fellow-citizensof Orand
externally since my last visit iu. the Cen- Haven and surrounding town* that we, have a fine
tennial year, especially on College Hill, stock of Ready 'lade Goods bf nil descriptions,
which Wc offer for sale cheap. However, ;
and in the direction of the Theological

windows,

and

Linen Tablecloths

of New.Brunsw'tck has Improved much

had

Linnen Dusters, Ulsters and
of Straw and Felt Hats.

average of

Kirkpatrick Chapel, GeologicalHall, etc.,

City. In

Dexter Suit-

than any House on the east shore. Men’s Cotton

Manufacturersof and dealers in

-wool suit for $11.00. Boy’s School

best 40c and 50c Japan Tea in the City; also a fine

IS

A. L. Holmes & Co.

all

Suits at $3.50 and $4.50.

the finest $2.50 Men’s Calf Boot in the city.

Holland, Mich., July 1st, 1879.

days and the buildings erected of late years,

I

and a fine

Misses’ Button Kid Shoes to be sold at $1.00, and

WAKKER.

W.

superior,

looking at their best these lovely June

are beautiful and

Suits $3.00 to $7.00. A fine Worsted Suit at $7.50

to be closed out at $1.00 per pair. 40 pairs

the eighteenth instant, culminated in the
usual graduation day.

big re-

Sheeting Bleached and Unbleachedin endless

pair.

General Syn-

Newark, with many others,I turned

in

15c, formerly

$2.50 Silk Serge in the city.

In operation.

A

for tbe balance of the

All wool suiting 25c, formerly35c. Bro-

In Parasols we

readers.

At tba adjournment of

Goods

ings 8c, formerly 12c.

Moulding* Brackets, &o.

your

to

etson.

all Dress

caded Dress Goods

equipmentsof the road, the long tunnels
and horse-shoe curves are familiar

duction in

OIL-CLOTHS,
MATTING, WALL PAPER,

the steep grades, ascending from' Pittsburg

agement

H AE,E,I3Nr<3-T01Sr3

«T_

,

Chicago

the scenery through the Aileghanies,

to Cresson, the crest of the

S’T 3R B E T

E.

be found tho largest and most complete
•lock of all kinds of FURNITURE,

trip via

and PennsylvaninRailroads. The besuties
of

R

V B

I

ou

OF

where can

unneoetsaryto describe the

It is

buy

to

!

CHEAP CASH STORE

FURNITURE.

or “Notes by the

Wayside,” or “Voices from the Sea,” or

THE

J. C.

to $8 an hour by devoting your evenings and s;
time to the bnslness.It costs you nothing to
the bnslness. Nothing like It for money mat
ever offeredbefore. Business pUasant and sti
ly honorable. Reader, if you want to know
kbout the best paying buslne»s before tbe pul
scud ns yonr address and we will send you
narticnlars and private terras free; samplciwr
$5 also free ; you can then raika rp your mind
votrrself. Address
STINSON 4 <
Portland,
ij.

, ^

RICHARDS, &

.

CO., CbicngO, UK

BUILDERS OF

.

AGlxasok,

1”K,rp7fi»T»'rmpon’',”,,cd'
.
OLIVE O HUBBARD,
holder and owner of said mortgage.

Cla*k H.

Grain Elevators,Steam Engines, ttorn

Attorney for otoner of

‘

Mortqage.l?-13w

Shelters,&c.
ae-ir

m

A

RARE CHANCE.

CE-fclT"
E? C
pownoid-THr
O C* 1*1 1 r I'iEiIm Ukvkiily iM'ixiirr A GROCERY business for sale. Doing a good
to MO
SlI per uo*k too/TfatNniror traveling. i\ business, In a country town. Inquire at this

Maine.
GEORGE

a

*

Lou.etl.mgnow.

-

.....

:

111111

AdUgak Tlie Doverly Con

Chiiugo. offleo, for further

Information.

-

V.

17-if

Grand Haven, was

Tate, of

Vunderveen is

Closing Out Sale

gon, are in town spending thaPourth.

column

dition.

Prof. Q. E. Boer, of the True Dutch

for the farmers as heretofore.

-

Reformed Church, will preach in
Rev.

WnuM.

The

Coplio deliveredthe 4th

of July address at Hamilton, Mich.

crop.

t

The
Winter
Iowa,

cago, were in

report is circulating that Mr. 0.
coming back from Orange City,

is

to this city.

We

are informed that Mr. Henry D.

Thebe

last

against another, breaking two ribs, on

Owing

i

reviewed by the Board of Health—

at 94

1

Mbs. E. Ogle, of Toledo, Ohio,

Deming— which

4th of July we omit the arrivals and clear-

was

street

so dusty

—

if it

she had not seen for forty

tuck, Mich.
<•

.il

somebody would cause

—

The saw mill of Cady

the disorders ot

babybdbd attack

Olive. Cause of
timated at

*•

!

j

#

\ ,

-

&

This new More will

•

•

_

Summer

as a cure for gout.

Silks at Cost.

sustains it reputationwell— always cele-

the elevated Ibrate.

vantage of the excursion rates on the

Haven railroad on

4—

French Novelties at Cost.

Summer

All our

Dress

Goods

Tuesday

One

of the charges againsta Seneca Falls,

stable with the same horse ho took out, hav-

good ing made $100 by

the

name of H. walah A Son.

Shawls

HRBER WALSH,
WALTER C. WALSH.

at Cost.
Holland, April 8th,

town
The

on Wednesday.lnet,and exhibited both in

Baccalaureate

the aftCTnoon antyevenhfgto a small audi-

MahdeVille,

ence. The weatuer wiyl very

It

Linen Suits and Dusters

,

at TTAVING

dlMolvedthe co-partnerehlp with Mr.
H. Walsh, we are now buying wheat and ail
other antneln oar ownnamo; end we went the
citisoifi of Hollandto feel and understandthat we
have come to stay, and yon can aafely tell your
neighbor that we will pay the hlgheet market price
for all grain— especiallywheat.

XI

Sermon of Rev.

Dr.

Holland, April 6th,

shape of

in the

We wish

a

we will give the interrestiag correspond-

JOHN a OGDEN,

A L»rg« fad

,

diploma from

a

1,

BOOTS A SHOES

1

— -Juai received

Eighth Street,

fell

the isthmus. The conveyance would reboard and was drowned. The Lake was quire 1,000 wheels, with a road-bed forty
smooth at the time.' Walters was leaning feet wide and eight or ten rails. Eads
over the railing apparentlyill. His body

'

One Price Store.

hing,

“What

is

that” “1 wish they

would

merican Cough Cure,

it

does not dry

he cough but removes the cause

up

“SEMINAL PASTiLLE1*
VatuM. DlMOverr

of the dis-

claims that the project is entirelypractica-

curred. .

fright,

and two runaways oc

the credit of

damaging

Spelder. Doctors Van Putten pod McCulloch were called to attend to the sutferci^

the chimney, and fearfully flight-

of

own

them.

Fourth. Holland

This band joined |he excursion

country were allured by tbo sweet strains
boat

and Indulged in

a

ride. After all, there were more
1

and

i

-

-

,

y

CAPT.

i

'ZT

’

1

’

barges 890.00.
Forth* can choose their

own lime for going and
returning.For further particularsapply to

MiM

ud

i .

to go

store,

and

It

will p»y

anyone

and see his stock snd ascertain his

prices before purchasing elsewhere.—See
advertisement in another column.

At the

CAPT.

F. R.

BROUWER

Don’t forget the Moonlight Excursions.
'

18-tf

PIMPLES.
I will

mall (Free) the recetpe for a simple Vege-

dear and boanUfal;also) InstroeuoniCor producing a luxuriant growth of hair op a bald head or
•mooth face. Address, inclosing 8c. stamp,

BIN. TAN DELTA CO. ‘I Ann

Y.
l-96w

St., It.

say the fenstr-we wpre

agreeably surprisedwhile being shown
through tae

BROUWER,

Lake and Lake Michigan. $5.00. For Sunday
School excursions or large excursionparties with

Doriof the .ifht pr.re thatR huhoula prnfrtleM, w. hira
UaBiaadi af leotiMaaUlitala Ita ra)aa,aa4it btoff jeopcadad
fcr th. Medici! rrof.uioa to ha th* Bed ratlaul
»«t
diKovrwdof foaeatoe udteriagthit eery yraraJaat troutlo,
that n well kaawa to ha tha uaaa af aatald adaary ia u May.
ud area wham quaeka pray with th.lr wlru womiwm
big reea Th. iU»ady b yet ap la out tosae.af three.ifu.
No. L (*MMh to lut a Math,)
Vo. t, (•eflUket to
affact ayanaaaaat
care,aalaaa ia amre mm,)
Vo. 8,
(Tut Inc arer thru oetba, wfl1 (too amlitoaaud rectoro

Joslin&Breyman,

.

F. R

• !• In readinessto run for private excursions
during the season of 'TV, anytime, except Sundays,
and Is also prepared to take Sabbath School picnics on large barges fitted up for that purpose.
Price for taking parUto to the mouth of Black

8U.

beautiful. To

!

TWI-LIQ-HT

Hfor. rue., ud b mw a pro.oe.ctd necett. D ruga ere
too moeh prccribed la thu. tro.hi.i,and, ai May «u Mar
wit mm la, with hat Htll. If uy perwuutgood. Thu. U a.
Mwmwo aboat thb Fropwetlon.I*rufic«] Aumtim taiblo.
u to podtinll guarantee tha K »tU giw aati»faoUon^-

boat, and hundreds of people from the
of music to the boat

!

The Staunchand Noble Steamer

i

singed the tion, than any one anticipated.We had a
Mi
and report their patient doing well. ''
Mi
leaves of one of our chestnut trees in the “Fourth” anyway. :
’ •
’
--«»».
j'- ’dW
Tire late asslunment of Messrs. H.-W. front yard. The accompanying ruin, howWe dip from an editorialarticle in the
Verbeek & Co. is straightened out, and one ever, was a blessing for man and beast, and
^Suffoa Kur. Pauphlot plrlo* An.tomlc.U
Chr. Intelligencer, reviewing the late ses- I P Illedrttiaai,which wlU eufhua tha ueat ckaytiacl%
U thu tb.r cu ha ratoredto papbat muhoad,. ud I
of the members of tholate flrm-W. Wak. made the Fourth very welcome.
B fitted for tha datiaaof Mi, aam aa If aavar atWad. t
sion of the General Synod, the following:
\h«ot tedad tor (Uap to uy aaa. laU OVLX.hy U./
ker— continues the furniture business. ? He
The Chicago Tima gays: “The (past- “Hope College affairs received a full share HARRIS REMEDY CO.BFfi.CHEBI$T$.
nas bought a new stock which is very comtrading schooner Alert, owned at Holland, of considerationproportionateto their
Merkel end 8th
ST. LOUIS. MO.
plete. The willow-wsreis handsome and
Mich., and engaged in trading on the west gravity and urgency. The Syqod wisely
ali his prices are astonishingly low. He
shore, met with disasternear Grosse point, respected and warmly endorsed the histoalso displays novelties which are sure to
and the captain and four men .came near rical aims of iho^ Hollandersin their consell fust, and the stock of coffins andjlie
finding a grave in the waters of the lake. sistent efforts p have theology at or in
trimmings belongingthereto is large and
The Algrt, with Capt C. Jorgenson, her Hope’ College, and while holding its relittle

ones,

J

and heads to-

ening her and her three children.It people in town, without any Stated’celebrascared our

mdAc taflMM. m th. Seminal Vclcle., 1J adulatoryDuct., Prelate Gland, »i*J Urethra. Th. um
U. ium.d;i. itUatoA with to P*>. W lacnimair ate, ud
toe* not lalerf.r.with th. erdiurypinuiti «f lift ; it |«
cuiikly diiiolvidud mm tbwrbto, prcxfuci.iaa 1mm.aiat. Mothi.c tod mtoraliv..fltetapw lie mimI tad
-aet.ow orptniiiliMiwrtrhrdfrom Mtf-kbomtod oieoMoi,
.topping ho drain from lh« i/iicm, mtoriaf th. mind >•
L health tad aound m.aorjr, r»me?io* th. Dimnaw of
Bight, Nenrooa Debility, Confuaion of Zdeaa,Arerrlon to Society, eta. eta, m4 th. tppmioc. of premature old ace uiuallraceompanylnf thlt UMUe.ead rotor-

would have made a sorry spectacle without

HEROLD.

1877.

EXCURSIONS

af

gether, formed themselves into a band and
furnished music for the

1,

lac to

our

are able to blow a horn,

ous cloud of dust, while the thermometer that they got their horns

Moes usually drives,took to their heels
was up to ninety, culminatedinto a genuand spilled a load of leather over the
ine thunderstorm at about 8 o’clock in the
street. Mr. J. de Spelder’a horse also
evening. The lightning struck our neighran away, spilledhim out and a barrel of
bor’s residence, on 12th street— Mrs. F.
lime on top of him, which caused the disVan Rij— tearing the house badly pn two
location of one of his shoulders. An accorners and the plaster in three rooms,
cident of that kind may have serious re
knocking the stove pipe through the bouse,
suits with people at the age of Mr. De

some

US.

STEAMBOAT

1

last— circus day— severa

That terrible blow on Thursday last,
It is greatly to
which enveloped the city in one continu- young men, who
The tannery team which Mr.

teams took

E.

Holland, Mich.. Sept.

A
Md N«w Deputura id Mell«il BeUnce, in entirely
N.w and poiitlreljr effect.
If# Remed; for th. ipeedr
tod permanentCur. of
Bernina] Emlt.lon. &
Impotenojr b; th* onlr
true way, vlii Direct

are

>

I am now selling the Howe Sewing Machines
and will henceforth keep It for sale atmyatore,
Peddling machines with wagons has been abolished
for the simple reason tint the prices of machine
ate too low to admit of any expense in that way
Call in and get bargains.

PROF. HARRIS' RADICAL CURE
F0a BPEEMATOBREffiA.

ry up” replied the Prince, not so with the

Holland, Mich.

On Wednesday

,

n jj

CALL_AND_SEE

peaker and weather would do a certain

ble that it would be oniy one-fourtht^/;“;'cl,'s;CJ^!Sd^nVhc\„Xlre,tTlTn
cost of a canal, although more profitable,
equal,. Price 50 cents. Sold by T. E.
watching the beach in that vicinityfor the
and the tpad may be completed in three 0
Annis & Co., Druggists and Apothecaries,
corpse.
four years.

Men

or Holland.

A Complete e»*ortment of Children's and Infanty'
: shoos for fall and winter,andaftdlllhe ef
Ladies' and Gentleman’snear. ; >

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Strictly

romarked to a friend that he wished the

did not rise to the surface again. He
leaves a wife and two children.

Cm

->

the largest vesselsmay be conveyed across

over-

—

>ii

constructed the jetties at the mouths of th

Michigan City and Spring Lake,

at-

HEROLD,

E.

A bad accident occurred on ^idurday

the schooner David Macy, plying between

u

—OF-

Corns: Canal & Bronson St.

<

ship canal at Panama, a railroad by which

Hm

STOCK

IsTBW

Uni

recognized throughoutthe

anything in l/udaiion of the performances ence of Mr. H. P. Scot!, about Colorado
civilized world. We congratulatehim
we can say mat everything passed off quiet and the Rocky Mountains.
upon the successful finish of a long course
and in good order! not a single disturbance
Capt.
Eads, the eminent engineer wh
of studies. .7
having reached our ears.

morning last, about ten miles off Michigan City. Thomas Walters, captain of

Cedar St., New York.

magazine, is on our

the company— Messrs.

a

49

l-86w

Mn. Albert Manting anived home from

is

OF YOUTH.

intend to

1.

happy possessor of

Mm

.

published in full hf request.

Is

occupies almost loo njuch space fbf a

BROS.

the sake of sufferlnt;humanity, lend free to all
who need it, the recipe
e and dlrectione
dlrec
for making

prime

at

This bona fide reduction will give all those who
are in want of any of the above named goods a
Van Strien & Verwey— success with their
chance to save from 16 to 95 per tent. 1
enterprise,and hope that their labors may
.v* tilt!
. *A ‘oil *
be rewarded by a Urge list of subscribers.

table. 7(

BEACH
1878.

ERRORS

the

monthly, in the Holllandlanguage, some-

versity which

,

»-8m

Spring and Summer

Goods will be offered

comfortableforiooth actors and audience, country newspaper,but it is worthy the Ann Arbor on Friday evening last, having
which is perhaus thar main cause for the perupal of every student. In our next issue finished his course in medicine. He is the1
can’t say

1879.

After you have Head the
above then Read This.

Parasols at Cost.

but hostile to sectariancreeds and that the-

operation.Such rare what

than the pulpit.

we

honra,
86-ly

all

to religion

in literature has been favorable

business capacity should haVe a wider field

lack of any eufhusiasm. If

night.
NOTICE.

last,

i .....

hot, and un-

Rhubarb.

of

rpHR undertignedwill contlnie the purchaae of
A WHEAT, at their Warehoute,traderthe firm

his premises. ( Thrirftfri lanoe to N. Y. minister is that he hired, a livery hdrso ology must give Way before this influence. cost, as we do not
I • il
-t"
be puli on & base mudl of brick. and wagon, was gone two days, swapped
The1 first number of “Ds Iloniybij" a carry them over.
We think Mr. Deming li/ pursairig the six different times, and came buck to the

Robinson^s circus was in

FILLS

for which I. Fairbanks,Esq. is agent.

himself, which he will put up in front

Old John

day or

threshing machines, and other machinery,

casting an iron fence fn^

when completed.

ESfEROUIR

PreMripthrai carefully compound at

line

job

m

Compound Syrup

Grand

yesterday, and went to

not require a great effort to give a dense Cost.
while
Miss
Cornelia
column of horrors. We only give those
link, of Gruafschap,Mich., had his right
foot almost cut oft and dreadfully mangled Cappon was playing with some of her that have any local interest or bearing.
Lawn Suits at Cost.
on Saturday last by a mowing machine. comrades, she sell, in some way, unexProfessor
Swing
preached
In
Chicago
Doctors A. Mauting and F. S. Lcdeboer plained to us, and was injured internally
last Sunday on the subject “The Relations
were called to attend the unfortunate child. to such an extent that the worst results
In fact, everything in
of
Lite wry Men to Christlanity.M He conThere ia very little hope of saving the foot. were feared, and Dr. Shepard,of Grand
cluded
that
tlie Influence of, great minds
Rapids, was summoned for consultation.

will be a

SCHOUTIM’S

MS

Granadines at Cost.

1

On

it

Medicinaluse only,)

The abpva inn are the manofactarenef DR.

,

Reports the wheat crop

we have no doubt but wli^

Liquors,

everything elae belonging in a well
•tocked drag etoro.

newspapers recommend the

common bee

Cigin,

aaaortmentof

Wines &

fire unknown. Loss, es-

,

right course t<i introduceWron fences, and

flneat

(for

year old son of Mr. G. Carve-

is

And the

And almoft

at

Mdi,

Hiiidin, PtrfuuriNi ToQit

Ia order to redace oar etock and make preparation for an exteaiive Fall Trade, we offer the entire
balanceof our stock of Summer Goods at actual
cost.

List of letters remaining in th« Post
Suicidesand accidents seem to accumuoffice
at Holland, Mich., July 8d, 1879:
and business good. All the cities and villate.
There is hardly a day but what the
lages had a lively appearance, and, emigra- Geo. Ford, G. H. Anthony, Benj. Marsar,
city dailieshave one or more terrrible acR. Simmons.
tion westward was still lively.
cidents orsuicidesto relate, and it would
Wm. Verbeek, P. M.

Mr. Deming

the beat

fall lupply of

Writing Material, Banff,

as appearing rather poor; corn excellent,

A nine

kw^a

'

Brsinardwas

The remedy is reported to have been tried
Zeeland Brass Band was engaged successfully several times.
to assist in the celebration of the Fourth
have
Qujte a number of our citizens took adof July at North Holland. That locality

-

Kansas. He

,

West

$2,000.

German
sting of a

Mr. J. C. Post has arrived home from a supervising architect.
trip to

,

At Cost.

-“K, that city to celebrate the Fourth.
/ nails along the sidewalks to bo driven
Mr. A. Visschcr, alto
tortiey at* law, is
at Cost.
J^down, he would confer a great favor on
We call the attention of our renders to
building a handsome residenceabout
the ladies, with long dresses, and save on
mile out of the city. Mr. Jas. Huntley islthe new advertisementon the 8ih page,
of the commandments from being broke
the contractorand Mr. Geo. Sipp is Uif about the celebrated J. I. Case & Co’a Summer

-

|

The

would

sprinkler.
— —
4If

Mr. Wm. H.

on Thursday Price 25 cents.

not be a remunerativeinvestment to
a

and Miss Lizzie 8. Moore, both of Nauga-

sod notice Its rapid and beneficial effect.

keepers fronting on that street,

week doing the

burned down on Wednesday last

When

that it was a serious question for the store-

4-

the

your baby use once Dr. Bull’s Baby Syrup

sailors will please excuse us.

Eighth

is In

to the hurry and flurry of the years.

ances of vessels for the past week, and our

SUMMER GOODS

Married— at the M. E. parsonageby
Rev. Wm. M. Coplin; Mr. Chat. L. Smith

in the shade.

city visiting her brother—

this

Chi-

of

which ought city. Call again, gentlemen!

to be

Jones, of Olive Centre, fell off from a log

Tuesday

are spots in this city

town

Dr.E.A.Schouten,

this city

promising nicely-ex- to-morrow.
- —
which there will be a light
Messrs, Crowell and VVIckwire,

fruit crop is

cept apples, of

Three doors East of KruUeoga’s Store.

-OF-

In our next issue we will go on with the

of the sidewalks are in a bad con-

DRUG STORE,

Mr. A. dueling and family, of Muske-

sultry.

WARD

FIRST

town stop-

in

in

the olty this week.

The weather is

Dr. A.

ping with her parents.

Judge

Some

Mns.

Rev. Dr. Crispell has arrived home.

fattingis.

regular session of the

Common

owner, Ole Jenssen, mate, and throe men,

sumption in abeyance for the present, sol

left the West shore, where they had been emoly pledged its faith that It shall be re-

taking on

a load of fish in addition to the

stored at the earliestpracticable opportu-

usual cargo of sundrieson Wednesday nity., This decision makes

week. They

it

were loung-

tion of funds and of time, and stops all

ing about at their ease when the wind sud-

needless apprehensionlest that boon should

afternoon of last

Manufacturer*ot

only a ques-

D00B8, SASH,

denly died out, and there was a perfect be taken away from our Western churches.

Blinds, Stair Bailing, Etc.
calm. The fact was not regarded as singu- In regard to the existingtemporaryand the
lar. The five men assembled on deck future permanent managementand control
Having recently purchased tha Pheralx Planing
Mill, are now better prepared than ever to do
munity. Among the featuresof (lie even- about amidships, and engage# in a general of Hope College,the action taken Is a series Watchmakers | Jewelers,
all kinds of
ing were the recommendation of the Com- conversation.They had been there but a of steps toward a more solid and satisfacDEALERS Of
mittee on Poor to pay $44,55 for two fpw minutes, when a white squall struck tory solution of the long pending difficulweeks, which was approved.Saloon li- the craft. . The boom was whipped from ties. The approval of the new charter Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks, Scroll Sawing of all kinds
censes hare been paid to the amount of the port to the starboard side like lightning, with the added requirementthat the elecdone to order.
Jewelry & Fancy Goods.
#$175,00. J. Van Dijk ft Co. being the on- and in an instant the five men were In the tion of the president shall be subject to the
ly bidders to fnrniih lumber to the city, water, followed by the masts which had sanction of the General Synod, U another
were awarded the contract, at the rate of been carried away close to the deck. The very important step towards the renewed
$7.95 for pine and $6.00 for hemlock. J. disaster is describedas one of the most prosperityof the institution. The proPlaning,
Roost qualified ns member of the Harbor frightfullysudden things imaginable. The tracted and earnest discussions of this subing and
Board. Bills were allowed to the amount men floated about on spare until they dis- ject were distinguished by great ability on
$89.80. In conneeiionwith tbla we would covered their yawl, which was bottom both sides, and the decisions that were
All Kinds of Spectacles.
state right here that we owe the public an side up, managed to get to it, righted it, reached almost unanimously,were greatly
Any one of the above articlesmade to order to
Council on Tuesday evening last yery little

transpired of general Interest' to the com-

Also

apology f/ir having forgotten to mention
bailed her out with a cap, and
that Mr. J. Ter Vree was appointedalderman of the First Ward in the place of Mr.
F. O. Nye, resigned. We think the appointment a good one.

went back advanced by

the clear reasoning snd strong
speeches of some elders whose legal opin-

Full Line eT Gold Pena.
I

Hoijlakv,March M,

any site or measnra on short notice and at
Uaplds prices.

Grand

d(i

Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
ment.

HatchResawing.

1878.

S— ly.^T

Cor.

River A Tenth sts.

POETS’ FANCIES.
Brief Quotations from Popular Authors.
Small leisurehave the poor for grief.

-WHiucr,
k n
m-Mon

-nfi

.

doth double llke Uie voice and tebo.

Brnrun two
t

worlds life hovers like a star
night and morn.

—Byron.
Tntb shall every grief remeve
With life,wllh memory and with love.

And vote

the

mantle into majesty.

let me think she Uvee,
And feed my mind that dies for want of her.

m f\

.

,

.

would thrive and

A

'TTF7*

little while later, and

Faiiht.

All

that in

woman

Is

adored

In thy fair self I llud;
For the whole sex can but afford
The handsome and the kind.
—Sir Charltt Beaky. 3°*' ,r‘

’

yr‘ f’ Bkhtmtwd

•

I ^

lilff^lbttwsmd;
And Itlleetsth. leetttho'ert*11'*'**
Whoso would be joyful let him ;
There’s no lurety for the morrow.

SB

CSffM&gl

J

; 1

_^>wjSoTrei|w«oi,r,
(vnjj'nrno!
HoW tr»Ak is man to reason’s judging eye;
Born in this moment, in the next we die;
Part mortal day and part ethereal fire;
Too proud to creep, too humble to aspire.
WsAHSSS
- .......
..... *

Wfi,

HAT* alUbief Iff I ’Jqwf^o meet.
WithoutwiiMlIlfemy own is incomplete;
I

Oh, a waster self, like me. art thou astray;
Straying, like me, to And the breast on which
Alone can weary heart find rest?
—BoudcauU.•] , . ,n

don’t say so

1 Where

,

in

factured.

that?”

“You

d’ye larn

And so the time went on, and ,<fohn
Waltpn was continually studying how
“Partly from reading and partly from to improve his farm. At the expiration
observation,”answered John, smiling of a few years the new scions had grown
at his neighbor’sopen sarcasm.
large and strong in his orchard, and
“X don’t ,8’pose it costs anything to began to bear fruit. He had taken care
do all this?
of his trees, and they were about to re“Oh, yes; it will cost me considerable turn him interest for the labor.
all

;

Ben Ghim-

met had occasionto open his eyes. He
found that John Walton had contrived
to have 104 full loads of manure, all of
whioh had been made within the year.
others have got on this place.
“Do ye?” said Grummet, sarcas- However, he finally shook his head afid
said : “ Wait; we’ll see if < it’s good for
tically.
“Yes,” rasiihedihc young man. “It anything.”
is a fact that the liquid manure*, could
A little while lateV, and the grass bethey be saved, would fully equal the gan to spring up on the twenty-acrelot
solids, both in bulk and value
and as it had never sprung np before, th&
when combined with well-rottedmuck, two acres, whioh bad been plowed and
and some other articles which shall take harrowed up light and fine, being the
up and retain all the more volatile beel 6r6p of odro that was grotai ill the
parts, I feel sure that they will afford whole county, and all the manure put
more fertilizing powers and properties upon it was some that had been manut -> 4
lil
than the solid manures can.”
,

But divinelv to possess ys.
It must find a predous threA.
— Ootiht'e
,, ,, ,

HbW

sell best.

'

before I get through.”
“Yes, I ahduld think ’twould!”
“I say,” he cried, as he met Bawyer
shortly afterward, "John Walton’s about
as nigh bein’ crazy as a man can be.”
.

“Eh?—

crazy,

Ben?”

•

“Good

gracious 1” ejaculated

.

Eben

LYING LOVERS.

CADETS IN THE SADDLE.

and dressed, and nearly all of them
grafted to such froit as he thought

. alp

—Dr, KftW.
Though she be dead, yet
—Marlowe. «

am having a
place fixed here for making manure. I
mean to fill this trench np with good
mnck, and thus save the liquids which
have heretofore been lost. I think, by

also in working himself, “I

,

was a lover loved a maid
That bad a father who- ni.

It

!

the Boy* at West Point Are Taught to
,
Bid#.

Waa thoiiRbt tn be by

all the

world

Exceeding well-to-do.

[West Point Letter.]

The

“Oh, be my wife I” the lover cried;
“My bride, my queen, my own;"
"You do not love me," she replied,
“I fear, lor myaelf alone.

was “school of the
soldier mounted,” which took place in
the great riding hall. As the title indicates, the drill i*>an exhibitionof individual skill in horsemanship. It is
drill for to-day

"My pa he Is a wealthy man.
Hlvouly child ami; inAnd all hi* riches hall be mine
Whenever he shall dls.

said to ke a great favorite with the boys,

but the severity of the training,they
have to undergo, before attaining the
degree pf skill deemed necessary for an
officer is something they never forget.
The record of broken arms, strained

“But riches,the apoetlesays,

!

am so glad— I knew you would—
I In your love am blest;
Pa failed laat night." she sobbed and sank
Upon her lover a breast.

“I

wrists, dislocated shoulders, fractured
legs, and days spent in

the

hospital

by

reason pf limbs robbed raw, attests the
fact that there is no child's play in the

That mekes not a bit of difference,"
That gallant lover cried:
“So I have you I care not who
May take all elae beblde.”
“

teaching at West Point. They don't do
things here for fun, and little sympathy
is wasted on the unfortunate youth who
in his early efforts in the saddle comes
to: grief with a broken bone. ' He is

more

likely to get

reprimanded for

• • • • • *

*

Hat night when her lover took his leave,
At twenty mlnotes to one,
' She whisperedsoftlyin his ear,

his

,

awkwardness than to be condoled wilh.
There was a great crowd present at the
hall when the drill began, too large, in-

deed, to find room ih the small galleries
Sawyer as Ben Grommet and Sam Banof the place; so» when these were
croft came into the house one cool
full of ladies, the more agile amopg the
autumn evening, and the three filled
male spectators climbed up on the wintheir mugs with new cider; “have ydp
dow-sillsand the like places, while
heard about John Walton’s apples?” \

.

Unto themselves take wing*; oh,
• If pfc were poor would you love me! ”
“I .would,” he cried, “by jingo "

“Darling, I was in fun.

“True, pa has failed, but he his pile
Had duly salted by;
J only wished to *1$ your tntb—
> Darling bow glad am
1
For now I know you would love me well,
Even In poverty.”
1

,

’

1

'

And as he went home the lover,
’ Who waa by no means green
He blithelyhugged hirosel' and sang,
“I know what failures mean."
,

other crowds besieged each of the four
large doors of the buildings This is
PITH AND POINT.
Question hot why;
the one occasionon which the observer
Aak notwl death,
might be justified in supposing that the
•
r n.
k’* •'•JO*6*'• * -*
The man who patronizes a second.
The world's a cradle.
work was done a good deal for show,
The world’s a tomb; '
hand clothing store is never troubled
because
here
it is that the jexcitqd specI Left gather tti sui^hine
^
' * And scaiter1ft gloom.
tators applaud every boy who , goes with fits.
— AnonymoMA.
A young lady who has a young man
through well. Let him take every
“keeping
company” with her, who is
head, and he is Certain of a hearty
employed
in a telegraph office, calls him
round
of
applause!
The
comments
of
THE CBAZI FAB9LEB.
the spectators are often very amusing. “the electric spark.”
—voluntary parte.”
got on hand; and he tells me he sent
When the boys commenced to use “Would you like to be lynched?”
“Hadn’t .you better subscribe for it?”
u Voluntary parte? What’s them,
nearly $300 worth of early fruit off a
their revolvers, some one in the asked an exasperated Missouri farmer
“X tell you no. I hain’t got the
mouth or so ago.”
gallery anxiously inquired if they of a hojac- thief. “No, I’ll be hanged if
money to spare; and, if I had, I hain’t
“It was vol somethin. But I don’t
It was wonderful— more than wonderhad “real bullete” in them, and I do ” was the reply.
got the time to waste oyer newspapers," know, I wouldn’t ask him. I s’pose he
ful. But they had to believe it.
seemed rather relieved when assured
said Eben Sawyer, with some empha- just used the outlandish word so’s to
Professor in law recitation—”Mr.
“And look at that twenty-acrefield,”
that they did not, and there was conse*
, what is excusable homicide?”
get me to ask him what he meant, and said Bancroft. “Ten years ago it
“But you will gain some information then he’d show off his lamin’. But I wouldn’t hardly pay for mowin’; now quently no danger of any stray lead Senior, promptly— “Excusable homicide
finding its way upward. When the or- is when a man kills himself in self-defrom it in the course of a year, sir,” wasn’t so green.”
look at it. Thmk o’ the corn and wheat
der was given to dismount and mount
pursued John Walton.
“I wonder if he thinks he’a^ cornin’ he’s gained there; and this year he cat
fense.”.—.^*
“I tell you I don’t want it I”
here to lam ns old farmers ho# to more’n forty tons of good, hay from it. at speed, the area of the hall was in“ Your late husband, madam,” began
“Well, what do you say, Mr. Grom- work? ” said Sawyer, quite indignantly v - “But that ain’t half,”; interposed stantly a scene of gallopinghorses, rid- her lawyer— “i'es, I know he was always
met ? Shan’t I have your name ?”
“He thinks so,” returned Grummet. Sawyer. “Look at the stock he keeps, ers jumping off, others jumping on, late out o’ niglte, but now that he’s dead
“No, sir
“Then he’ll find out his mistake,” and see what prices he gets for bis cows some down in the tan bark, others don’t let us bpbroid him,” said his
This “was spoken so Hatly and bluntly added the other. “You mark my words, and oxen! Why, he tells me he’s clinging to the mane and bridle, des- charitable widow.
that Walton said no more, but folded Ben, he’ll be flat on his back afore two cleared over $2,000 this year on his perately struggling to get astride,
The expressionof a boy’s face at the
norses rearing and plunging, and genup thn prospectus of a periodical which years is out.”
stock?”
end
of a straw that lacks two inches of
erally a remarkably lively time for all ;
he had with him, and thfen turned away.
And these were not the only ones
At this moment Mr. Walton came in. then the women began to utter little reaching the cider in a. barrel, is supEben Sawyer and Ben hrnmmet were who looked for the same thing. The
He had grown older and was somewhat screams,which increased to a general posed to be the model that the artist
two old farmers— that is, old at the idea of a man’s coming in there with
stouter than when he first became a shout when one of the boys made a selected in the delineation of Adam
business, though #ey had only reached any inch tto^-fanglednotions was abfarmer, and his neighbors had oeased spring for the horse’s back (there were leaving paradise.
the middle age of life ; and, after thedr
I ] •'
to qnestion his capacity, and had come no saddles),went clear over it, and
A school-boy,being asked by his
young neighbor had gone, they ekAutumn came, and after John Walton to honor and respect him.
plowed up the bark in the middle of a teacher how he should flog him, replied,
had mowed over his twenty-acrefield“We was. talkin’ about you, Mr. Wal- rush of galloping beasts, to the immi-' “If you please, sir, I should like to have
some of his coldest and stiffest land- ton,” said Sawyer. .
/
nent danger of his brains. .“Why, this it on the Italian system of penmanship
getting hardly enough hay to pay for
“Ah!” returned John, as he took a is quite dangerous 1 ” exclaimed an indi- —the heavy strokes upward and thf /
spends too much time aver them papers the labor, he set the men at work digseat by the fire. “I hope you found vidual in the gallery, indignant at the downward ones
And books of his’n. He’saleetlemite ging deep trenohes all over it. He had
nothing bad to say of me.”
idea of the boys being made to run such
The possibilitiesof the telephone are
Above farmin', that’s my opinion.” i. j
two dug lengthwise, running np and
“Not a bit of it. We waa talkin’ about risks. The good gentleman seemed to
“Them’s my sentiments,” responded down the slope; and then he dug quite
not exhausted, and there is no telling
the wonderful improvements you’ve
Grummet. “I tell you, Eben, the man a number running across these. They made on the old place, and of the suppose that the services were merely where the science of acoustics will end.
for show. It is needless to Say that the
Large steamboats are now daily conthat thinks to make a livin’ on a farm werq quite deep and bioad, and into
money you make.”
boys did well; they always do; but, veyed by sound from New York to New
in thift country has gbt to work for it.” them be tumbled nearly all the stones
“And do you think it wonderful?”
while none fall below a certain level,
At this jnncture,Bam Bancroft came that could be found in the fields.
Haven and vice versa.
“But ain’t it?”
there are vast differences between them
past He was another old native of the
of - gflttin"
“Oils and pomade are no longer
“Well,” replied Walton, “I don’t above that level. Some of the boys
district.
rid1 of your rocks,” remarked Grummet.
know
about that. But I’ll tell you what take wonderfully well to the work, and used on the hair.” This is a sensible
“We was just talkin’ about young “ Itfila better place for them than on
I do know; there is no class of people feel as much at home cutting and slash- edict of fashion. Hereafter a young
Walton.” said Bawyer.
the surface,,isn't it?” returned Walton, in the world who mav study the arte ing about on bare-backed horses as in a man can help a young lady to say noth“I’ve just come from there,” replied
and sciences to. better advantage than rocking-chair, while to others it never ing in particularon Sunday evening
.Sam.
“PeriiapB. ‘But whit on earth axe ye the fanners, and yet, I am sorry to say, becomes easy. They do the work, but without having his vest soiled.
“He’s been borin’ me to sign for a doin’ it fo?r
there is no class as a class, occupying it is hard. The actual movements of
A young man who went to Leadville
ipiper; but he couldn’t come it.”
“Why, Pm gojng tpt'sep if under- the same social position, who read and the drill with saber and pistol are few.
about six weeks ago writes cheerfully
TR&, hal So he bored us. He’s draining won’t imptov^the laid.”
study less. There are mhny honorable The soldier is started from the company back to his friends ; “ I have gained
igsttin' a leetle too high' far a farmer.”
“ Underdraining 1 WhaVs that? ”
exceptions,of coarse. Farming is a to make the circuit of the hall. Putting three pounds since I came here, and
•“He’s rippin* his barn floor up,” said
“ It is simply drawing off the water
science— one of the most deep and in- his horse to a gallop, he begins by tir- gained it all in half-ounceinstallments.
Bancroft.
from tne surface. This land ft cold tricate — and he must be a man of more ing at a head on a post, returns his pisHaven’t been shot in the head yet.”
“Rippin’ the floor upl” repeated and wet; but if I can get the water to
than ordinary capacitywho can master tol to the holster, draws his saber, and,
Grummet “ Why, Mr. Amsden had drain off among these rocks, the eun it all. But farmers must not be afraid at full speed, makes a thrust at another “Beg pardon sir! But, I’ve just
the whole floor put down new only three may warm the surface and give me a
caught these two young rascals making
of books; they won’t, if they are wise, head on a poet, then a cut at one lying
years ago.”
a slide in front of your doorstep, and
good piece of soil here.”
follow every advice which experimental- on the ground, then jumps a hurdle,
“ The stable floor, I mean,” pursued
But it looked very foolish to Ben __
_____
iy, and
ists 0...,
give, but
they __
may ____
study,
anc rea- and, in jumping, slashes a head from a they say as you gave ’em permission.”
Bancroft “He’s got a carpenter up Grommet He believed that “what son. and experiment for themselves. So post beside it, or thrusts at a suspended “It’s quite correct; I did, policeman.
from the village, and his two hired men was the natur of the soil couldn’t be
The fact is, T expect my mother-in-la?
ring on a level with his own head, and,
I have done, and so I mean to do.”
are helpin’.”
altered.”
“He’s right 1” remarked Ben Grom- lustlv, makes a right ihrust at another to luncheon. ”
“ Whew! I opine he’ll make a farm“That’s a cur’us contrivance,” said met, after Walton had gone. “What head on a post. To go through this
A little boy from New York went
er!”
Sam Bancroft. He and Ben Grummet fools we was that we didn’t go into that performance on a horse without a sadinto the country visiting. He had a
And so they oil opined— with a reser- had been at work for Walton hauling graftin’ operation1 ”
dle, and a big pair of spurs on one’s bowl of bread and milk. He tasted it,
vation. In short, there was something mnck. 1 He ailuded to a large vat at the
“And that under drainin’,” added heels, is not an easy task, and if any one and then hesitated a moment, when his
highly ridiculousin the thought of a back of the house, into which ran a Banoroft.
thinks it is be had better try it in the mother asked him if he didn’t like it, to
man’s thinking to be a farmer and a spout from the aink.- This vat was
“And that muck and compost arrange- nearest riding-school! The different which he replied, smacking his lips:
student at the same time, and all sorts capable of holding several cart-loads of ment,” suggested Bawyer.
cuts and thrusts are, of course, as “les; ma; I was wishing our milkman
stuff, and wai about half full.
of jests were, discharged over it
would keep a oow .”
» “Well,” said Ben, with a serious face, against infantry or cavalry.
“That’s a compost vat,” explained
John Walton was a young man— some
“it isn't too late now. They say it’s
The tramp’s last dodge is to ask your
Walton, who had overheard the remark.
• five-and-twenty;and, though he had
The Good Horse-rThe Tipsy Rats,
never too kte to learn, and I’m sure it
advice
about going to the next town,
“All
the
.dope
from
the
house—
the
been born in the neighborhood,yet
hadn’t ought to be too late to commence
\ friend of mine is employed on a and when you Wann’.y advise him to go
: much of hiflife Trial been spent in other soapsuds and sn^h stuff— whioh most
to improve after a body has learned.”
farm near Toronto, Ontario, where a he Buys he hss muofi. confidencein your
/portions of the country. His parents people waste; I save by this means, and
“True a* a book 1” added Banoroft.
horse belonging to the wife of the good judgment, and will emigrate furturn
to
good
account;
and,
instead
of
both died when he was quite yonng,
'“Good evening.”
farmer is never required to work, but ther oh at once. “But,” he adds,
throwing
away
refuse
matter^
I
put
it
-and bis father’s farm passed into the
>' "Good evening;”
is allowed to live the Hfe of a gentlewouldn’t you advise me to borrow 10
brands of a Mr. Amsden. But now John in bare, and Jet it rot and ferment apd
man, for the followingreason : Some cents before I start? ”
had married, and he meant io be a
years ago, the lady above-mentioned
“ Bet what’s this charcoal dust for?”
farmer, and his thoughts naturally turned
Are Empty Houses Dangerouo!
A waiter was told by a countryman
fell off a plank bridge into.'* stream
“It answers two purpose*, though by
tu Hie uM huinatevl: He found Amjsto “ bring something 1 of what he had.”
This question may ,be fitly asked, and where the water was deep. The horse,
den willing, to iell,au4 he bought— par- only oee office. It takes up the amThe waiter brought a regular dinner
answered at a season when thousands of which was feeding in a field close by,
monia
and
Other
volatile
matter,
thus
ing $2,500 down, und|givinga note, snd
upon small dishes, as is the usual form,
ran
to
the
spot
and
held
her
up
with
mortgage fir $2,500 mote, which had holding them for fertilizingagents, and families are thinlriijg about ddserting
and set tuem around his plate. The
at the same tuna prevents the disagree- their homes for a few1' Weeks to enjoy his teeth, till assistancearrived,thus
been cashed by Mr. Piddon.
probably saving her life. Was this coaniiymansurveyed them lewrefidly e
This farming district was upon a broad able e*®uvi» ^hieli would otherwise themselves at Hie seaside or in travel.
moment, and then broke out;, .. Well,
It is asserted that houses that have reason or instinct? Again, a gentlearise from such a fermenting mass.”
I like your samples; now bring on your
“ That all aottnde very well.” remarked been shot np for a time may become man engaged in the business of distillti
breeders of disease when they are reoc- ing ajt Cincinnati has more than once
they were the handsomestand smooth- Ben.bJter Widtcfn had lemtnem,,- “bwt,
ftt ine'teU yoSbit '^pft^ay ? He’d bet- cupied, and that such disprdera as tyr told me that tie, rats in hia. distillery
Gifted |tfi Cfreat-Grandmothers.
ter let snoh fandangles alone if he ever plioid .fever and* diphtheria have oc- are in the habit of drinking any ispirite
The
baby Princess pf Saie-Meimngen
curred under these circumstanoee. The spilled on the ground or left in open
isutninitof he ridge was oiowned by a
is
singularly
with Uvu,g ancescause is considered1tb lie in the disuse vessels, an tr that they often become, in
- O ^ - -- -- --- F
---ledge of granite, and the soil, over the
tors.
She
haS
two
great-grandfathers,
of cisterns, pipes and drains; the putre- consequent;so tipky that they cannot
whole broad swell, was more or less wet threw out moat of. the muck behino his
factacm that is engendered by he im- ran, and are easily taken by hand.' the German' Umperor and Duke Berand cold. This was particularlythe
pure air in them, she unimpeded access Which is thia?-fATature. • ^ uard of Saie-MeBriugen. As k,r greatriwe witiirJolm'Walton’s 'lartn; rfconie
grandmothers, the fqrumate little girl
house* ^yhich is at
___ ___________ great many qf thia fqql aft
portions of it being wholly unfit for
lour, thf Enim-W Atwwta, now 68 (.
M: umwte a great’dtel of; all eventj^pofc,,interfered wjth by the The Paris police ; adopted an in- has
cultivation1.1
There was oUe field of over applp
years old; Queen1Viptom,:jho
18 60;
closing
of
,doorp
and,
windows
against
genious plan to find out how a certain
twenty acres which was never fit for cider; but the fruit was of an inferior
Princeas
Mary
Ann
of
the
Netherlands,
the fresh air. There is, fortunately, a firm was being mysteriously robbed.
plowing. The-fioilwas so wet and heavy qual^j.. When spring caj&e^JJalton
very simple remedy in such cases. On One day a large box, or rather case, was the maternal grandmotherof the baby s
that it-Jtad never been worked to an?
returniiig to town, paterfamilias should sent to1 the store and brought into the father, and S' lady ofjij); and the
advantage.; yet there was some good
Duchess Maty of Haxe-Memingen, his
tie good scions to dngiut' uf>on take rare tonsee that the pipes and back office. It waa iharked 4* Explosive
paternal grandmother. iThe little Printhfeit appfctrees. He explained te drains are. in good order; that the cel- Materialii?iii! Air holes had been bored
cess has, however* her two grandfathers
Ben Grummet had a curios ty to sec them just thajilan he had formed for lars ajpi. clouts are freed of rubbish/ jn it; and/ from this! position the de- living, but only one grandmother, the
and that the whole house is thproughly tective— for one was insider- oonhj overwhat was going on in Walton’s barn, so his bifh orchard. He had 'engaged a
well aired befb'fe the fiat for possession look the store. He saw about; noon, Grown Princess of German^.
I-'
he dropped in there. He found, that
.muff
goes forth. Carbolic acid plentifully when ih?re was no “ boss ” to be seen, ,A fhybiciaH, finding a lady reading
the whole of the floor, where the cattle
used in the cellar is both a cheap and th&toneof the clerks went to the door to “Twelfth Night," said: “When 8hakatood, had been torn up, and that they about it, it would be cheaper to get
grafts
enough
lot
the*' neighborhood valuable disinfectant, If these straight- watch, and the other to the till, from
were digging .ft wjd®, deep trtfMx the
speare wrote about pa^®110® 011 4 monIt was of no use. The old orchards forward precautions are observed, no which he took some money.
ument, did he mean doctors’ patients? ”
whole length of the tie-up.
were just such as their fathers had, and personalharm can result from the home“ What is all this for? ” asked Ben.
'We believe that meerschaum pipes “No,” she answered*, “you don’t find
“Why,” returned Walton, who was were good enough. So Walton went at coming of the pleasure-seekers.— -Cos- are not made from pipe-plant.
them on monuments, but under them.”
busy in superintending the work, and it alone. He had his trees all pruned seifs Magazine.
1/

7 Enough that

we

live.
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•

*
J

“Oh, he’d got his head full of all sorts
“I knew there was a man up to look
of nonsense. He’s got his stable floor at ’em returned Ben, “but I ain’t heerd
torn away, and a trench dug there big
no more.”
enough to hold more’n twenty car-loads
“Well, I was there, an heerd the
of
. .
whole on it, so I know. I never would
“But what in nature’s he goin* have believed it. An orchard turn out
to do?”
like that.”
“Why, he’s goin' to save the liquids,
“But how much was it?”*
I as he calls ’em. And he’s goin’ to put
“Why, Walton was offered — cash
in something to take up the— the — vol
right down— $500 for the apples he’s

dirt.”

'

Ben?”

s.
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HOME DOCTOR*

A

Nation of

Dyspepticb.— That
dyspepsia ia a national ailment no one
can deny. Americans do not attend to
their digestive organs sufficiently.Coffee and tea are mi»,h more injurious
than are generally supposed. Strong
coffee will at least promote, if not indeed cause, gout, anil its continued emm ployment seriously impairs the blood,
' irritates the kidneys,and datlanges the
nervous system. Toa, with it» abundant adulteration, is skill more harmful. Chocolate,habitually used, is
probably more damaging than either.
Instead ofl the vinegar bottle/ lemons
should be employed, and the whole array of pickles is little more than a series
of insults to the stomach, which it is
very slow. txj ' digest. '* ThoughV apples
are excellentas food, they should not
be eaten at unreasonable times. ' At
meal times is the only proper season.
There is no objectionto baking, steam-,
ing, stewing; or roasting, the. apple, ^1-,
though the best results may be expected from the fruit uncooked.

geography and history, and before his
death, which occurred in 1724, at the
age of 4 years and four months, had
learned divinity, ecclesiastical hrstory,
and other branches of knowledge, and
t-poke Latin, French, German, and
Dutch. About a year before his death
he harangued the King of Denmark, to
whom he had bepn presented.In his
last momfehts he displkyed the utmost
firmness, and attemptedto console his
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farm lot*, »doof«irimni Low freights and ready
markets. No wlldfrueea-ncague-no Indians,.fcanfr
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of the stalks of green wheat, oats, or
almost any of the larger grasses; but
your own taste must in a great measure
guide you, if you elect to make trial of
any remedy. I should say, however,
that the chewing is bettei to take place
before or between meals than imme-
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free explainingeverything.
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Sorghum Sugar
Of

nice quality made by anybody in the land with our
copyrightedrecipe. Ita ore will uve million* annually
to the fanning olasa. No expense required,and NO

— physiciaus tell us— by some wholesome stimulant; and, among those wliich have been tested
and administered by them, none has received
such hearty recommendationas Hostetler’s

OIL

ER

arti-

read or write during the day. Do not
read in horse or steam cars, or after you
have retired for the night. Many a
tedious cabe of weaK sight has been
traced to the pernicioushabit of reading in bed. Do not read much during
convalescence from illness.Before the
muscular system generally has quite recovered its healthy tone, we ought not
to expect the muscles of actommodation to bear the continuous use to which
they are subjected in reading or writing. We cannot be sure that the delicate muscles of the eye are in a condition to be used until the muscles of the
leg and the arm have regained their
strength and firmness. Above all, take
plenty of sleep, and, by retiring early,
avoid the evening fights. Exercise and
air are also indispensable.

Walk

EXODUS

To the beet lands, In the hart climate,with the beet
market*, and on the beet temu, along the 8t. Paul,
Minneapolis4 Manitoba R’y, (late 8L Paal A Pacific.
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FavoritePrescription would positively care the
many dibeaets and weaknessespeculiar to
women, some doubted, and continued to employ the harsh and caustic local treatment
But the mighty truth gradually became acknowledged,Thousands of ladies, who had
uselesslyundergone untold torturee at the
hands of differout ph\siciau^,employed the
Favorite Prescription, and werosneedilycured.
Many physiciaus uoir prescribe it in their practice. So sanguiuels Dr. Pierce of its power to
cure, that ho now soils it to druggists under a
positive guarantee.
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The channelsfor

the exit of impurities from
the system must be kept unobstructed, or deplorable oonsequeuoeswill follow. Db. Mott’s
Vegetable Liveb Pills, by restoring the
Bowels to an active condition, act as a cleauser
of all the bodily fluids. Moreover they render
the digestive and assimilative organs vigorous,
rouse the liver,and purify the biliary secretion. As a cathartic they are infinitely to be
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HISTORYofthhWORLD

It cun tains 67* fine historicalengrtrings and 1*60
Urge duulile-columnpages, and U the most complete
Historyof the World av«* published. Jt relU at ngbi.
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THE WEEKLY SUN,
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Precocity.
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FOR HALF A DOLLAR.
Address

for tl\ese Goods. jEf

M A80N & HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS
Vmenuritdbut by HIGHEST HONORS AT ALL
WORLD'S EXPOSITIONSFOR TWELVE YEARS,
fix.: At Pahis, WS7i Viewka.1878 jUKTUOO,1878;

THE WEEKLY 81.

Truth is Mighty.
Ae the little leaven hid in the meaeure of
meal made all leaven, ao truth gradually ovarcomea all doubt and disbelief.When Dr.
Pierce, of Buffalo, N. Y., announcedthat his

and Best

Manufacturersin this
line in the World.

Pamphlet with full in formationmailed free. Apply to

D. A.
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ACRES

On Ion# time, low prices and easy paymenta

the
World's ExhOfliUons,and at Paria,187f
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Britannia Go*

LABGEST

are the

able in oases of generaldebility,constipation, Bold by DruguiaU. W.P.ScbIcflblln A:Co..NAand other disorders of the bowels; in dyspepsia,
nervous affections, urinary and uterine ailments, rheumatism, intermittent and remittent
fevers, which it prevents as well as remedies;
and in liver complaiuts. A household stock of
A Urge, eUht-ptge paper of SO broad column* will be
medicines can scarcely be called complete
rent^oetpaid to any addraea until January 1st,
without this inestimable medicine.

for Health.— What is better
than a walk in winter as stimulation to
the nerves? How grateful the crisp
Idr is to the lungs! How clear and
sweet it is to the nostrils! How it inspires and sustains one in a swinging
gait of four or five miles an hour I How
preferred to dangerous blue pill Bold by
the cheeks glow, and the eyes shine, Druggists.
and the muscles tingle with delightful
If ever there was a specificfor the cure of all
vigor, after such a walk through the malarial diseases, such as are producedby
winter sunshine! A chaise- ride is not swamp poison, like Intermittent, or Chills and
half so good, for it robs the trip of the Fever, Dumb Chills and Enlarged Spleen, it is
certainly Dr. F. Wilhoft’s Anti-Periodic or Fever
necessary exercise. Try it, you who
and Ague Tonic. From its composition,which
seek health and strength. Winter accompanies each bottle,it may be seen that it
walking, as a “nervine,”is a million containsno dangerous drug, and that in these
times better than medicine, an d for im- diseases it never fails, as guaranteedby its proproving the complexion is worth a prietors, Wheelock, Finlay A Co., New Orleans,
La. For sale by all Druggists.
whole harbor full of lotions and washes.
It will put an edge on appetite that you
Best organs as a whole and beat workmancan’t buy at the doctor’s, and in pro- ship in detail is the conclusionreached at the
moting digestionis better than a corner Paris Exposition as to the Mason A Hamlin Cabinet Organs. Organs from thirty best makers
drug-shop’sentire stock of bitters and in the world were tested and compared by four
pills. If you have never tried it, take jurios—viz., the Class Jury, Group Jury, Jury
a walk. Keep your mouth closed, your of Presidentsand Supreme Jury, who awarded
shoulders well thrown back, your head to Mason A Hamlin two highest awards.
up, and remember tfiat your legs— and
CHEW
The Celebrated
especially your hips— were given you
“ Matchless”
to walk with. Borne people walk with
Wood Tag Plug
their knees, bodies and shoulders -and
h f
* Tobacco. . •}
no wonder they don’t like it. ‘We don’t
.Tax Pioneer Tobacco Company,
New York, Bostou and Chicago
like to see them. There is an art in
walking as in other things. If you
Cube fob Cough ,ob Cold. -'•As soon as there
don’t believe it, observe the motion of
is the lightest uneasiness of the Chest, with 4ifsome shapely wotnari who knows how to
flcolty of breathing, or indication of Cough,
move, or study the gait of a man who
take during tho day. a few “Brown’s Bronhas some spring and lithenessin him.
chial TkcyjttS* 25 oonfe a box.
It is never top. late to learn how to walk
by walking. And, once learned, it is
The Mopdelssohn Piano Co., No. 21 East 15th
I

And the Meriden

RED RIVER VALLEY OFTHE NORTH.

in

Npoons, Fork*, ftc.t

Thrne Goods have taken the Certificates of
Atvnrd trhtrevrrexhibited,both in this ana
the old Countries,
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1847, Rogers Bros.

Mainly in the Famous

It is best that the light shall fall

ficial light is at all painful, it is safer to
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upon Stomach Bitters.It has been preferred by
them from the fact that its spirituous basis,
the work from above and behind. Failwhi di is of the punst description,
is modified
ing this, it may fall from the side. by, and made the vobiclofor, the vegetable
Never use the eyes at twilight. Any medicinal principles incorporated with it
artificial light for the evening is good if These latter render it conspicuouslyservice-
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and that it falls properly
upon your work. Never sit facing it.
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cation of fatigue. See that the light is
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rallinfoi-matinnofa'

which was recently tried, the public
prosecutorasked one of the witnesses,
a young girl, to what religion she be- If mi III UlM ng from Indigestion or a weak ttomnol
use Ridco'sFood. It can be used with or withoutmilk,
on even label
longed. The girl hesitated to answer, WOOLUICU 4 GOBI
la not a new
when her mother, who was seated among
HUNT’S R
has been before the nubile
diately after.
the spectators,sung out: “She’s a
thirty yean, and used by all
classes,with ami withoutthe
If your eyes show signs of fatigue, mixture, your Honor; her father’sa
advice of phyaiciaa*.
and. you find that objects become Catholic, and I’m a Protestant.”
H UNTVS R KM F.D V
haa saved from lingering di»blurred when you look at them steadily,
ease
and death liundredaof
The Vital Energies,
well-knowncitizen*.
cease to use the eyes for awhile, and When deproafled by fatigue, bodily or mental,
HUNT'S REMEDY cure* Dm pay, Gravel and
then, after sufficientrest, if work is re- by exhausting diseases, or the influence of a all Diseases of the Kidneys, Bladder and Urinary
sumed, discontinueit at the first indi- debilitatingtemperature,should be reinforced
S"1 '"H.'To.W PtotW.oo,. B.
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present as most likely to be benefi- missing twopence was found firmly
cial are those of the pine trees, spruce
clutched in the deceased’s right hand.
or Scotch fir, blackthorn, currant and He would strongly advise men against
rose bushes, mint,1 the petals of many taking such wicked oaths.— Lloyd's
flowers, the stalks of mountain-daisies,
News.
the white portion of rushes, the bark of
A Mixture.
many young trees, and the tender parts
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accused, said, “May God strike mo dead
tonic and stimulatingaction of the leaf if I did it,” and he immediately after
chewed. The leaves that occur to me fell dead.
being picked up, the
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the stomach. The chew-

it is brilliantand steady.
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Cured wvcrv time by Dr. Nutton'eAmiutoatfm
Kneel flc. Nofallurea. Certain, aafe and ipeedyl-The
only reliable reromlv. I
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PUODUCK COMMIHNION.
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for twenty-five years. He returned
home at a quarter-past 5 o’clock on
M
tMM U toa WteM. Tk«*
Thla Clulm.llouee Eelabllahed MO-V
Thursday evening, and asked his daughter-in-lawto get him an egg from the
fowlrhouse. On proceeding into the
yard he became excited, and, after using
Jay Agent* a Salarydf 1100 per' mont
a frightful oath in reference to his
cipensei,or allow a large comniiiion,to tell our new
New Low. Thousand* of Soldier* and heir* entitled.
death, he ran into the parlor, vomited
ana wonderfulInTenttmn. R'e «u«n %that\ce lay. Sara,
Pension*date back to dischargeor death, run* limited.
pit free- Adrtreu 8UEHMAN & CO., Manhall, Mich.
blood, and fell dead in. the arms of a
Address, with
_ _ _
Abaoluteb pure;
female who had been nursing his daughWARRANTED
P.O. Drawer 8S&
to keep pickle*
ter. Mrs. Fall stated that deceased
for rears.
iff.;
Thirty-one jm.
did not say, “God strike me dead,” but
he used words of a similar character.
,n
The jury found a verdict of "Death
A C A * M9NTH— AGENTS WANTED-3B BEST
C fill telling Article* in the vror.d; one sample
from excitement,”and the Coroner’s ex- M.
<j/UV V fret- Add re** Jay Ijmnxin,ilPtrolt,Mich.
perience enabled him to narrate a par- iMHRONIOArJn sFkclAL blSItAHfcS; NERVOUS
and Band I'niforma-Omcera’F.qulpmenl*,
allel case. A number of persons had v DEBILITY. Ac cured. A book (illustrated)which
tell*all about U.em *ent sealed for two 8c. stamp*. Adc-'
assembled in a tavern at Putney, when droeejm. HENDERSON, 171Madi*on St.^hlcago.lU.
nw *** CENT.* mulled to Dr. CJ. B.
en'i Capa, Bella, and ShiHl.
a man charged another with taking from
160 MndUon Ht., t-hlcnro, III., wtli
him twopence. The man, after being
B B'.'ff return the True Theory of Dalirrb,-'end

ing of leaves cures dyspepsia, princi-
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mail SlowfllACn

most terrible instances of
a scoffer struck down in the moment of
his blasphemy was reveded before Mr.
Carter at the Rose and Crown Tavern,
East street, Lambeth walk, recently.
The deceased was an engineer named
Thomas Hudson, aged 67; who* resided
at 24

tecrlvnitM

World. Kipentivs Outfit Kre®.
*nd Woxf en w«ntodrwm

Struck Dead* J, * nil

One of
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et.r
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PLEXIBLE IP CORBET

AddKA*ll,p"'viCKKR^A*

grief-stricken parents.

A Simple Remedy.— Here is rather a
curious remedy, but in many cases a
certain one, for the cure of indigestion.
It is simply the cultivation of a habit
of chewing, while out of doors, different kinds of green leaves, and swallowing the juice. One can always cull a
leaf from a hedge or bush as one passes.
Almost all are good that are not nauseous, such as the ivy, or poisonous
laurel-leaf. One of the latter, however,
is a capital thing where there is u slight
irritation of

$777

miai, in beginning a courtship,

The most noted case of childish prebe snre yon don’t write, then go ahead. FOR FAMILY S0AP-MAKIN6.
cocity id perhaps that of Christian
Henry Hfeinecker, born at Lubeo in Chew Jackson’SBest Bweft Navy Tobacco*
IT n rUU WMIQBT AIfB 8TKZK9TE.
1721. He could talk at ten months old ;
The market Is floodedwith (so^alled)Concentrated
A Illetory of the RntAfel-rntE Plau of Pub. Lye. which iaadoltecatedwith aaH and raata.and treaV
when he had completed his first year he
wuJu loop.
llahln* Country 3!eU-a#u
ra.
The American Newipiper Union Advertising
Company,
could recite the leading facts in the
BATE MOirtT, AMD BUT TSM
Pentateuch, and a month later had' limited—olBoas, 10 Bprore Street, New Yovk-wlll pay
fifty dollarsfor the best history of the origin, progren
acquired the rudiments of ancient his- and prerent importance of the burin***of supplying
tory, geography and anatomy; had publisher*of newapape.* with partly-printedsheets.
mads by
learned the use of maps and 8,000 All articles rent Hi competitionto become the property
of the company.Doeialonto be announced in the month
Latin words. When 2$ years old he of August Communication* to bo addressedto
Pezmsylvtnia Salt Manuf g Co,
could answer almost any question in
E. W. FOSTER, Secretary.
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4. Whether we shall not give glad
wns still burning thanks to Almighty Godfor an unfettered
in its pure luminousness.
open Bible, whose principles and spirit
vVe come to the Reformation? The give form and character to our civiliza-
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over the candle

it
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I2ST'
light is uplifted tion ?
Yes, yes, laud and magnify the goodness of the Lord for giving you the Holy
G.
Bible. Henceforthgive it so ccutrolling
a place in your lives that, by its blessed influence. through the grace of the Holy
I re-mocifullrinvito the attention of the citizen*
Burned out hr the late Fire wo re-openedin
Spirit, you may, in the "great Autumn of
onriuw store just completedat our oldatumlou of Holland and vicinityto the new and handsome
addition
I have made to mv ntock coneUtlngof
time,” joyously take your "way up through
ihesf lustrioipiheavens, along yon starry
paths, through those gates of pearl, through
i We have Ju»t received a large new rtock of
th««e golden streets, through those portals
Handel, or in the simple, lyricaX melodies of of the many mansions,that there, in that*
Goods,
the prayer meeting, pr the stronger strains eternal temple; in those blisatut homes
_
CHICAGO
of the sanctuary.No architecture like when this mortal Jove puts ou immortalAnd’ 1 have made inch arrangement*that I can
Hats
Caps,
GRAND HAVEN and
d
)N.
that which rears temples lor the worship ity, there with the beloved dead; with
sell It by the F1BCE, PART UK A SET. or
(Saturdayexcepted.)
Groceries,
which the Bible enjoins. No art in paint* the countless multitude bearing palms and
ing and sculpture like that which fluds its white robes; with angel’ hhi? archangel
Crockery,
subjects in the Bible. No literaturelike before the throne," you niayjoln in the
IJ
that ou which is the inscription,“Jiollnpss everlasting anthem of Ihanksgividgto the CHICAGO DOCK, FOOT OF MICHIGAN AYENOE,
Flour <fe Feed.
to the Lord,” or which h^s the flavor of Father, Son and Holy Ghost, Ameh and
at it
Efc., Etc.’
the word in ir< even when not professedly Amen.
Trouble.
1 wish to emphasize all this to you who
religious, "like the wild deer that carries
Grui Bira Sock, foot of Vuhiipos Strut,
with it the odor of the herbs which it in this institution are engaged In preparand see for yourself, no I’ have also pat on the shelves a largo and combrushes (n Its course, that hears with' It an ing for the great work of life. Moat of
aroma from the mountain of Myrrh, and you will spend your days in this western The S o’clock train #n the Grind Haven railroad
trouble to show goods.
&KKKT0ttdh0 t“e ‘"ld P0P“'“ kl,“'“ 0f
tells how thickly in the outside world land, that will be the centre of this vast connectswith the Boats.
plants are how blossoming, which once nation. Educated mind must and will
were exotics contined to 'thi/sacredvol- have power among the nations. Weighty Tickets to Chicago can be bought at the
A
Grand Haven R. R. Depot for $3.00,
ume.” No scholarship lik* that which is, responsibility will be thrust upon you.
including railroad fare and omniLet
this
Bible
tie
enthroned
in
your
mind
sanctified and consecrated to the eiuci
Chandeliers—the
bus fare at Grand Haven,
Utttton of the Bible. No social enjoy- and heart and it will be to you a power for
A prompt deliveryfree of charge, can
or
FIVE
DOLLARS
lor the round trip.
good,
and
cause
you
to
be
a
power
for
ment like that which is permeated by the
be relied upon;
latest styles— the safest—
purity and peace and affectionand sympa- blessing to others.
. T. G. BUTLIJt, 8upt
— *-*-*- O'— -1—-and most beautiful.
Chicago.
With still deeper emphasis would I imthy inculcated by the Bible. No morality
bushel

in

is

removed. The

OFEITBD.

people. Gradually its
rays strike deeper into the darkness, and
chase away the gloom. Just in the
measure of iU advance, has there been advance iu all conditions of life.
Another vie*: No music on earth so
soul-thrillingand ttoul-flllingas that which
has for its Inspirationthe themes of the
Bible, whether found in the glorious
creations of Mendelssohn, Mourn and
the sight of the
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like that which builds upon the Royal law
of the Bible:. “ihou shall love thy neighbor as thyself.” No religion like that
which flow* out of the first and great
commandment, "thou shall love the Lord
thy God with all thy heart.”- No liberty,
civil or religious,in the world, that has
not its origin in the injunction of the
Bible, "let every man be lully persuaded
in his own mind.”

press this upon ths graduating class. It
is not only a well furnished mind, but a
rightly priuciplcd heart that is to make
you successful in your future. Follow
the banner of the Prince of Peace, and
keep step to the music of the cross, and
you will right your life- battle so that upon
your immortal brow shall be placed the
crown of life everlasting.
our
Heavenly Father abundantly bless you.
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Pain In the Back, Dimness of Villon. Premature
Old Age, aud many other diseases that lead to In,

Large sample package sent free on receipt of 1.1
see the strong, healthy, blooming men, wo- sanity or Consumption, and u PrematureGrave, cents, to pay poshiueandmailing. Agents wauled.
men and children that. have been raised t#“Fnll particular*In our pamphlet, which wo Address J, p. Mountain, ugdenshurg.N. Y.
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dealing they feul confident of giving satisfactionto
all those who wish to favor them with part of theii

Dropsy, Eryalpelas, Scrofnia, Secondary Syphllla.
Oravef, Diabefee. and all disease*In which the
The stand is one door west of O. J. HaverkatcA
blood Is Implicated. Is now offered to the public. Son's Hardware Store.
Sold by all Retail DnijrgUtH, and wholesale only!
W. BUTKAU.

Y.

PILES
r ..

Both theDO rcmec’ie* are for Mile nt
Du. Schouten'h Drug Store.

- •

Eieth Street,

r

Of all klintA, TL. MORS, disc barges
BLOOD or mucus, and nil disensc-

RKCTUM

of ‘^e
quicklv m.d percured by a »lraplo and soothing REMEDY,
or information, address
DR, J. Faber <k CU, 22 Ann St.. N. Y.

,

Holland Mich.
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followingdescribedLot* In the City of
Holland, I will sell at the following price*.
A Urt«, new ml ennplet# Guide to
Lot 0, Block F, Lot 6. Block G, West ^dUiticuiSlT.'i
Wedlock, conlaialoff,nunr othert, inch; Lot 18, Block 8. Lot 6. Block 11, South West
(be followmiehApur* i A eompticut
Wominhood,Selectionof Wife, Endence* Addition $175 each. Lot* 1. 2, 3. L 5 «fc ft in Block
of VirtieUjr,Teaptrunenli,
comnntibU 25. a* organizedplat near the jI. L. S. depot at
end incompatible, bUrllity In Women,
$ W5 eaob, except Lot* 1 &, 2 which arv $:jii" each.
cuutt and treatment. Advice to BrideAlso ft lot* Went of First avenne nt $125 each. Thu
([room, Adviceto Haebeade, Advice to
Wivee,Proititntlon, iU cauiei, Celibecvend Matrimonj comabove will be sold for a atuall payment down. A No
pred, Conjugal dutiee,Conception, Confinement, Love end
the following Lot* 't, K) II. 12. 13, and 14, in Block
Courtibip.Impediment! to Mirria^e in male and fcmalr, Scienco
K. Lot* 0. 4. S and * in Block II. The above will
of Reproduction, Staple Lite coi-iidered.
Law of Marriaco,
Law of Divorce,Leeal rijhtiof married women, etc., includ- he sold on long credit aud small payment* down.
ing; Diseases peculiarto Women, lh#>r cauiei end treatApply to,
roeot. A book for privateand contideratereadini-.ot 320 pajea,

————
witii full

l

late

Engravingi, by mail,icalcd,

60 cujU.

for

M. D.

"THE PRIVATE MEDICAL ADVISER"
on Syphilis,Gonorrhoss, Gleet, Stricture, Vsrlcocclo, Xc., al>o on SpcrtnatorrhCDA.
Hexuol Debility, and
Impotency, from Self-atuieand Lxcei'et,cauiinK Seminal
Kiiiniiom, Nervouinete, Aversion to Societr,Confuiion of
Ideae, Hi^iica)llecay,Dimneu of iii|bt, DefectiveAltmory,
Lou of beiual Power,etc.,making marriage improper or
unhappy, (iving treatment,and a great manjr valuablereceipt*
for tiie cure of all privatediMaui ; 224 page*,over 60 piatee,

•

3eS*eel' Ad'lee."I/eetiire
an Jtnnhood and tTnmanhned,

ONE DOLLAR
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*e «nd all threeot the
above drirribed booki,

nicety bound Jnotie volume, coMtainl'-z«I0 pages and over
100 iflustraHonei
and ^.vvewee
embracing
ma-e
everything
V »«l
p, an1 else
the pgr
general|C<
tivc system that is worth knowing. The combinedvolume is
noiihvelythe Timrt |l•lplllerMedicalBook published.
The Author is
eaiK-rii-nccdphysician
many
year* practice,.!**
is well known',and the advice Riven,
sndnilsa for trrtitment laid down, will be found ot great
value to those snrteringfrom iuipurilies
ot the syslein, early
errors,lost vigor, or any of tiie numeroustrouDle*coming
under the head ot ••Private*’ or •‘Chronic'* disease*.—
I’ostagestamps taken inpayment lor any of thesebooks.
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for Sale.

I will sell eighty acres of splendid clay
soil, six miles from this city. Near church
and school house, nt a bargain, 80 acres
of this land is partiallyimproved. Also
40 acres of unimproved land In the Township of Fillmore. Inquire of

42-tf

M.

I).

HOWARD.

1

an

DR. BUyiS’

Farm

HOWA RD.

TO RENT.

of

DISPENSARY

Premisesrecently occupied by W. t‘. Meli*, west
cf Hope Church Parson
Inquire of ;
H. D. POST.
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iiinimauelnitatw

acquired a
treatment ot
chronic disease*and complicated
cases, brpliills, lioaorrbm, Ulret Htrlclare,tlrrhilU,all I'rlaaryTroubles,Hyphtlillr or Merrarlal affections of the throat, skin or bones,
treated with success, without usi
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CITY BOTTLING
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and sxpres.,
possitile.

personal consultationprelerml, which Is FREE and Invited
DR. BUTTS
uw.
lavtUs all psnoassuffsrlai
psnoas lufftrlu* fiom
from RUP-1
RUP-V
TURE to send him thsirnams and address,sad hsrsby
, assuresth»m that thsy srtll learn lomsthlng to thsir
k advantage.
It Is not a
All coinmuuicatlons
strictlyconfidential,and should be
lldrussed to D1L BUTTS', l/Nortli 6th St-. 8t- Louis, mo.

Fii IS

CONSUMPTION CURED

ol charge at $1.2a per dozen
or til) cents per % dozen.
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Siglitl)

KiM,

Uichigas,

Oar celebrated Lager Beer is bottled fresh at thi*
establishment, and will be deliveredtofnmilies free
full quart bottles,

!

The undersigned, an old and retired physician,
having been permanently cured of the much
dreaded disease CONSUMPTION, by a simple
remeti.v,i* anxious to make known to hi* fellow-

—

-***—.

the Bar.'
E. F.

Consumption,Ca/atrhlBronchUie,Aethma, Ner-

stamp.—

-—.i)

Come and try Samples

suffurursthe mean* of cure. To all who desire It.
he will send a copy of the prescription used. FREE
OF CHARGE, with directions for preparingand
using tho some, which will be found a sore cute for
voutiuti,dec., dkc„ Ac, Address with

Stmt,

(UNDER GERMANIA HOUSE.)

Holland, Mich.,

DR. C. STEVENS, Brockvlllo,Ont.

at

.

SUTTON.

Brewer.

April 17th, 1879.
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Millinery and Fancy Goods.

.

DR. L. D. WKYBUBN’8 ALTERATIVE SYRUP.
The undenigncd annoanrota the Public that
v9 A remedy naed Thirty-five yean in a private they have finishedtheir new Meat-Market,and are
now
ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
practice,end never IBIiingto redtcaflycare
of Meats and Sansages. By promptneas and fair

(

THE WEYBURN MEDICINE CO.
Rochester, N.

!

fectly

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,
Flowers, Laces, Embroidery, Kuching,

COLLARS AND CUFFS,

CO.,

Springfield,Ohio;
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falling out.
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PARIS

at

HAIR UENEWER

LEE’S

to its Original Color,

JKM

all its

Jesus Christ and
----2. Whether we, as a people, shall give
heed .even for an hour, to the clamorous
demands of civil and ecclesiasticalpoHtlciaus for the exclusion of this Bible from
our schools,in which, it has been the corner-stone, and of which it has been the
life, from the very commencement even
of ouy colonial existence to this day? from
.the hour when puritan feet touched Plymouth-rock, or the HoUaudi'b tongue
rolled its accents upon the air of New Amsterdam, unto this present?^
8. Whether we shall yield more absolute control to the Bible over our laud and
holliesand hearts?

the
cases of

in

Prepared only hy

Centennial Exposition

----

s ft

j. P. Lkk, Chicago,III.

HOLLAND.
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charm

Those who ate troubled with coughingat night,
can find immediate relief.

GATES CURTIS*
OffdenaburghN.Y.

GOLD MEDAL

Hia Apostle*?

like h

Bwinud

Aim,

tor a

wealth, all the elements ol its life, all the
powers of its existence, are stored up?”
B A X K Eli,
Must we'nut further conclude, by eveiy
law ol logical analogy, that as it hath been,
Medal of Honor and Diploma
and now is, so it shall be. The world will
of Merit, at the
never outgrow the Bible. The Bible jf
Paul and Luther, of Calvin and Wesley,
Does a general Banking,Exchange, and ColiecPHILADELPHIA. *
ol Bacon and Newtpn and Agassiz, of the
I tion business.Collections made on nil points In
Puritan and Covenanter,of the Hollander
i the United States and Europe. Particular alien
Highest Award and Silver Medal at
tion paid to the collectionsof Hanks and Bankers.
and the Huguenot, will be the Bible of our
1878. | Remittances made on the day of payment. All
children, and our children’s children in
j busmes* intrusted to me shall’ have prompt attenFirst Premium
Gold Medal
their generations.It is the Bible for the
! tion. Interest allowed on time deposits, subject
world. While yon orb of light pursues
j to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought aud
I
sold. Tickets to and Irom all points }u Europe
its course in the heavens and floods earth
i sold at my office.
and sea, mountain and valley, with its
JACOB VAN PUTTEN.
brilliant rays, will this Bible pursue iu triumphant way, and flood, in increasing
volume, with its crystalline glory, the
Sale.
huts "where poor men lie,” and the manTXT’EIEREAS defaulthas been made in the paysion and palace in which wealth and powv
meat of the money seemed by a mortgage,
dated the J3th day of May. A. J). 1871. exeentedby
er abide, entering every home and heart
Roelof A. Schonteu and Gljeberijc Schouteu, his
with its light and liberty, its life and love.
wife, of the townshipof-Zecland, Ottawa conuty,
'I'he Word of God is the bow of promise
Michigan, to Halbert Keppel. of Zeeland,afores.-ml, which paid nv&tjiagewag recorded in the
that spans human life from the full oi the
office of the Keginefof Deeds oC the County of
tirst to the cross of the second Adam; and
Ottawa and Statu uf Michigan in Liber X of niort
Eclipsed
from the cross to the "great white throne”
gngea, on page W. on the 19th day of Aagust,A. I).
Will
Thresh,
Clean,
Save
per
day
more
bushels
of
i«71, at one o’clock,p. tn., and wbefeae, the said
of the Son of Man at the end of the world.
Wheat, Rye, Oats, Flax, Timothy and Clover Seed mortgage hoa been dnl* assigned by the said HalIn another’s words— "the same dews and than any other ThreshingMachine in the United
bert Keppel to Jan Ho*, by alignment, bearing
ruios from Heaven which feed the sources States.
date the 18th day of February,' A. D. 1878, and re
are found all along the course of the
corded
in the office of the Register of Deeds of the
Threshers and Farmers save your
said
county of Ottawa, on the iwenty-thlrdday
of
stream; the same tresh breath which woke Money by purchasing J. I. CASE
Febmarv, A. D. 1878, at 8 o’clock in tint forenoon
up in the far off mountains of iu birth fol- GO’S
MACHINES.
of said dav. in Liber No, 4, of mortgages, on page
lows its current unceasingly;and finallv,
3W, and the same is now owned by him; and
whereas the smonnt now claimed to be dne on
the grand and growing tide, having filled
said mortgageat the date of thl^ notice ii the smn
the long valley of Christian civilization
of one hundred and sixty five, dollarsand seventvwith its glorious and prevailing life, shall
ciglu cents, principaland Interest,and tin- further
sum of twenty-fivedollars us nn attorney fee. slippour its rolling waters to meet the ocean
aimed for in, said mortgage, and which is the
*>f eternity” "The past triumphs of
whole amount claimed to be due and unpaid on
Christianityhave been its grandest and
said mortgage, and no suit or proceeding having
most glorious.’’ The son shall rise to his
been institutedat law to recover the debt now remaining securedby said m Ttgage, or anv par'
meridian height, and from that glorious
thereof, whereby the power of sale contained in
and unchanging Zenith shall pour his
said mortgage lots become operative;Xow thererays into every hidden corner, and down
fore notice k htrtby qiren, that by virtue of the
power of s,*lc and in pursuanceof the statute in
each remotest valley of this wide earth.
suck case made mid provided, the said mortgage
The treasures of the darkness shall be
will1 be foreclosedby a sale of the premises therebrought forth; the capabilities of the
in described,at public auction, to the highest bidder, at the front door of the Court Hon-e, in the
earth shall all be culled into requisition;a
city of. Grand Hawn, in said county of Ottawa, on
Bible civilizationshall join into one all
Monday, the Eleventh day of August
nations and all lands. "The earth ^hall
next, at one o'clock In the afternoon of that day:
lie full of the knowledge of the glory of
which said premise* aro describedIn said mortthe
J
gage as follows: All that certain piece or parcel of
^ECONOMY’ land situated in Ottawa County and Statu of Mich
Id our land pre-eminently is it certiin
Igan and described as the west eighteen and
that "the depth and permanence of our QPLENDID List of HORSE-POWERS; Mounted MJ-ieO acres off of the north-easi quarterof the
domestic tranquility,the gradual diminuKtt^wheel Woodbury, 2*wheel Woodbury, north west quarter of *e«iion twxnly-flve In townshin six. north of tange thirteen west, also a piece
tion of our social grievances, Uie progress
CUmax’ ono 60(1 two 1x01,0 of
land in said county commencingIn ttaa renter
of our social institutions,
the developments
Of the Jennlsonroad at the north-west corner of
nf art. of science, of commerce, of literaImp^umcnuJe^f^hre^o^roUcat^B'j-am Andriei’ laud running thence sonuTfifty
rods in a stein two rods wide, thence oast a atrip
ture, the augmentation of our national --Machines and repairs for sale at the warehonse three rods wide and twenty rods long, thence soutn
power, in short all the elemenU of nationof I. FAIRBANKS,Esq., Hollaud, Mich. j|l-4w a strip of laud two rods wide and fifty rods long to
al greatness and glory,” are to he measured
land ovyned by Jgn Boe.i said land being on the
oast half oi the sonth-weit .quarter of lection
by the freedom and abundance with which
twenty-four, in towneblpsix north, of range thlr
our people of ail classes are supplied with
teen west, containing one acre and seventy-six
the Bible.
Compact, Substantial.'Econ- rods of land accordingto tho government survey,
I leave to you to make application of
omical and easily man agM. be the same more or lefle.c
f r
v
• .Guaranteed
to work well and
Dated, May If, A. D. 1&79. ‘
this subject to the following particulars:
l give fall power clalnicd. The
JAN BOS, AstUpmof Mortoaqe.
1. Whether Darwin, Huxley & Co.,
Engine and hollar complete, Geo. W. McBiudx, AU'y. for AtriqnM. 14-Uw
ifft Including Kovernor, . pump,
Buckle, Spencer,Mills & Co., are better
ate. (and boxing) at.the low
teachers,aud safer guides t« human

thought and
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sale
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package, or six packsges for $5, or will be sent free
by mail on receipt of the money by addressing,

Bitters, you

would say, "Truth, glorious truth.” See
"Truth,”

hardJpan prices.

At

Seminal Weak-

,

In view then of these things— thus rapidly sketched, i.re wo not 'shut up, by every
principle of reason, to the conclusion,
that to the Bible the world is indebted for
its advanced and progressive civilization?

That "grand emporium, in which

G VAN PUTTEN & SONS.
Holland. Aug. 17, 1878.

Gray’s Specific Medicine.

•n

Lies!”

“Uttl Big

Lamps and

’

May

We

turn then to this Book of Wonders
to discover, if we can, the principleswhich
pruouCe these results. We speak not now
of those great truths of revelation, She influx of which into the soul is its salvation;
but of those livincf'nnclples which bily
all human life in its ’ ^ estates. Are they
not these three?
1. The universalFatherhood of God.
2. The universal Brotherhood of man.
3. The inviolablesacredness of individual conscience.
Does not all history demonstrate that
just as the world, and the Church of God
have come to recognize practicallythese
three great law’s of being— progress has
characterized human lile in all its interests
and relations?For these three principles
men are indebted wholly to the Bible. We
find in these scriptural principles all the
promise and the potency to produce certain results. We tind all along the line of
human history these results actually produced, just iu the measure in which these
principleshave prevailed.
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